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THE S&DR 1830 HAGGERLEASES BRANCH LINE
“Let our neighbours admire and imitate!”1
On the 1st October 1830 the Haggerleases branch line of the Stockton & Darlington Railway
(S&DR) was fully opened with speeches, toasts and a cold collation, processions of coal
laden waggons and a coach of ladies. Banners and flags waved and the Staindrop amateur
band thumped out the company’s favourite opening day tunes2 from adapted waggons.3
This was the second opening of the branch line; the first celebrating the nearly complete
route in May that year, but this time with help from the West Auckland amateur band and a
procession that started in Darlington. A flag waving in the breeze was inscribed ‘Let our
neighbours admire and imitate’4 and so they did. Railways continued to spread across the
world using the lessons learned by the Stockton & Darlington Railway and its team of
talented engineers and brave investors.
The S&DR mainline was now five years old and had created the model for the modern-day
railway network with a permanent, timetabled, transport infrastructure, offering a successful
combination of a mixed goods and passenger railway available to anyone to use in return for
a fee. Its financial and technical success eventually inspired other railways to develop in the
UK and across the world. The S&DR boosted local industries, changed the landscape and
by promoting the railway as the new revolutionary form of transport, it helped to trigger a
second wave of the industrial revolution.
The Stockton & Darlington Railway had opened on the 27th September 1825. The 26-milelong mainline was located in North-East England in the historic County of Durham. It ran
from the coal mines near Witton Park to the River Tees at Stockton, via Darlington and Yarm
where there were two branch lines. The next five years were a period of phenomenal growth
and investment with the completion of an additional four branch lines at Black Boy, Croft,
Haggerleases and Middlesbrough. Over the following decades, as railways spread across
the world, the S&DR also expanded its network of tracks reaching as far as Barnard Castle,
Tebay, Redcar, Saltburn and Weardale. It was amalgamated with the North Eastern Railway
in 1863.
This historic environment audit, funded by Historic England, is about the 1830 Haggerleases
Branch Line of the S&DR and what survives today. It also makes recommendations on
conserving, interpreting, and accessing the remains.
Report authors: Caroline Hardie with considerable support from other Friends of the
Stockton & Darlington Railway, especially Ross Chisholm who did the groundwork and Niall
Hammond for creating the GIS project. Photographs have been taken by the report authors
and numerous Friends of the S&DR. Our photographs are populated by people because this
is a community project and the community like to be in them.

1

The closing statement of an account of the opening ceremony of the Haggerleases branch pointing
out the remarkable expansion of the railway since 1825 and which was about to include the
Middlesbrough branch.
2 “Weel may the Keel row” and the “Bonnie Pit Laddie”, plus ‘martial tunes’.
3 Holmes 1975, 23 and the Durham Chronicle 9th October 1830 and 1st May 1830.
4 Durham Chronicle 8th May 1830
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1.0

THE HAGGERLEASES BRANCH LINE – WHERE IS IT?

The Haggerleases branch which opened in 1830, was 7.8 km (4.9 miles) long and linked its
terminus at The Slack near Butterknowle (NZ 11438 25486) with the 1825 main line at St.
Helen Auckland/West Auckland between the two inclines at Etherley and Brusselton (NZ
11325 25387). It ran through the townships of West Auckland, Evenwood and Barony,
Lyensack and Softley, Hamsterley and Cockfield, terminating at Hagger Leases Lane from
which the branch obtained its name.5

© Crown copyright 2022. All rights
reserved. Licence number 100042279

Figure 1. The location and route of the 1830 Haggerleases Branch Line.

5

Confusingly, the Ordnance Survey briefly allocated this name to a stretch of the Brusselton Incline W
of New Shildon on their 1st ed maps – this is not he Haggerleases Branch discussed in this report.
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2.0

POLICY BACKGROUND

Since 2014, the Friends of the S&DR have worked closely with the local planning authorities
to ensure that there are planning policies in place to protect the remains of the Stockton &
Darlington railway. The Haggerleases branch falls within Durham County Council local
planning authority. The Durham County Plan was adopted in 2020 and includes an S&DR
specific policy 46:
Development which impacts upon the historic route of the Stockton and Darlington
Railway (S&DR) of 1825, the Black Boy and Haggerleases branch lines and the
Surtees Railway, together with their associated structures, archaeological and
physical remains and setting, will be permitted where the proposal:
a.
seeks to reinstate a legible route or enhance any physical remains and their
interpretation on the ground, and otherwise respects and interprets the route(s) where
those remains no longer exist;
b.
safeguards and enhances access (including walking and cycling) to, and
alongside, the route, branch lines and associated structures, archaeological remains
and their setting;
c.
does not encroach upon or result in the loss of the original historic route(s),
damage the trackbed excepting archaeological or preservation works, or prejudice the
significance of the asset; and
d.
does not prejudice the development of the S&DR as a visitor attraction or
education resource.

Figure 2. The Cockfield Village Conservation Area includes the Cockfield Fell Scheduled Monument
and the western length of the Haggerleases branch line.
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Figure 3. The Cockfield Fell Scheduled Monument with the Haggerleases branch shown in a dark red
dashed line. Scheduling recognises the national importance and good quality of survival of the
remains on the Fell and is a high level of protection outside the planning process.

The west end of the Haggerleases branch also has an additional level of protection. The
whole of the section west of Low Lands is inside the Cockfield Conservation Area and the
remains of the Lands Viaduct and a small length of the branch is within the boundary of the
Cockfield Fell Scheduled Monument.
There are only two listed buildings along the branch line, namely the Skew Bridge6 close to
the west terminus and the adjacent railway indicator stone.7 Both are grade II.

6
7

List entry no. 1121831
List entry no. 1338611
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3.0

HISTORIC BACKGROUND

Prior to the Haggerleases branch line being constructed, coal could only be transported from
the area along the Eggleston Coal Road of 1792. Lead could be brought down from
Middleton in Teesdale and other North Pennine lead mining areas on the Allendale turnpike
road of 1826. Both could then connect with the 1825 mainline at St. Helen Auckland. A
branch line which linked these mining areas with the mainline could improve considerably
the export of coal and lead to a wider domestic and national market.
The first Act of Parliament of 1821 consenting the Stockton & Darlington Railway did make
provision for branch lines, but the Haggerleases was not one of them. Instead, a branch line
was proposed ‘…commencing at or near Norlees House, in the Township of West Auckland,
and terminating at or near Evenwood Lane, in the said County of Durham.’8 This Evenwood
branch was intended to serve some collieries such as Norwood Colliery but not others
further west. Pressure was brought to bear from those with business interests nearer
Copley, Butterknowle and the lead producing areas for an alternative branch that would
better serve their interests.
As early as 1820, George Overton when revising his survey of the proposed line (fig 4),
noted that by creating a branch line along the foot of Cockfield Fell and terminating at
Haggerleases Lane where there was a junction with several roads, that it ‘will furnish an
opportunity of sending the lead and other produce of the adjacent country down to the port
of Stockton’.9 This was not the plan that received Royal Assent in 1821 however.
Overton’s route of the mainline, and branch lines at Darlington, Yarm, Evenwood and Black
Boy was reviewed by George Stephenson in 1821. He noted that the Evenwood branch as
consented, was not the best route as:
‘…it would be attended with considerable excavations and embankments; it is also an
ascending line with the loaded Wagons which if possible ought always to be avoided:
another objections arises to this Branch viz that all the Coals moving thereon would have to
descend the inclined plan from Norlees Lane to West Auckland’. 10
He suggested an alternative route from Evenwood Lane, closer to the Gaunless which would
require fewer cuttings and embankments and have ‘a very desirable descent for the loaded
waggons’. 11
The S&DR mainline and branches had been authorised by two Acts of Parliament in 1821
and 1823 but on the 17th May 1824 another Act was obtained to permit (amongst other
things) the raising of £50,000 more capital to fund an alternative Haggerleases branch. It
8

An Act for making and maintaining a Railway or Tramroad from the River Tees at Stockton, to Witton
Park Colliery with several Branches therefrom, all in the County of Durham. Opening paragraph. (19th
April 1821.)
9 Q/D/P 7 Stockton and Darlington Railway, with five branches, by George Overton, engineer, and
David Davies, surveyor, 1820 Deposited 30 September 1820. Authorised by Stockton and Darlington
Railway Act, 1821 (1 & 2 George IV, c.xliv)
10 TNA RAIL 667/166 Stephenson’s report to subscribers
11 ibid
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also required the S&DR to complete works on the Haggerleases branch within five years, but
made provision for an additional two years due to unforeseen circumstances.12 The route
approved had been surveyed in 1823 under the supervision of Robert Stephenson by John
Dixon.
Robert Stephenson’s new route was, according to the S&DR Committee meeting in July
1824, on a lower level to get a more uniform rate of descent, than the earlier routes
considered.13 This would require a larger number of ‘occupation bridges’ than budgeted for
and so an additional loan from Gurney & Co. was required. On the plus side, it was
accepted that the new route would give access to a greater number of minerals14 and would
better serve the collieries of Butterknowle and Copley Bent (owned by the Rev. Wm. L.
Prattman who was an S&DR shareholder and who had acquired the mines from his wife)
and Cockfield Colliery (owned by J. Backhouse).15 These additional bridges still survive
today.

Figure 4. Overton’s plan of 1820 with the earlier proposed branch on a slightly different alignment to
the Haggerleases branch as built. The route eventually chosen was closer to the river Gaunless which
had to be crossed with three bridges.16

12

Stockton to Witton Park Railway Act, 1824 (5 George IV, c.xlviii) in Local and Personal Statutes
series, 5 Geo 4, Cap 1-49, 1824, pp.929-944
13 TNA RAIL667-8 minutes 1821-36
14 ibid
15 Kirby 1993,70
16 DRO Q/D/P 7
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Figure 5. The route of the branch line as approved in the 1824 Act of Parliament in red with the earlier
Evenwood branch relinquished in black. The survey, dated 1823, was the responsibility of Robert
Stephenson who contracted the surveyor John Dixon (DRO Q/D/P 9/1).

Works started shortly after the Act was obtained in 1824 but by September 1825, when the
mainline opened, only half a mile had been built of the Haggerleases branch.

Figure 6. Report of the S&DR Committee ‘that the Main Line, with the Darlington and Yarm Branches
and a part of the Hagger Leases Branch will be ready for Public Traffic by the 26 th Inst and your
Committee recommends the Grand opening of the Railway to take place on the following day –‘ (TNA
RAIL 667/8)

This delay in opening the full length of the branch was not popular amongst the coal owning
shareholders in the south west of Durham who looked forward to being able to access the
London market via the new branch line.
9
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Durham County Advertiser: February 11th. 1826
We are informed that a large and powerful steam engine, lately erected at Old
Butterknowle colliery, in this county, commenced its operations on the 13th. ult. Amidst the
cheers of a large concourse of people, who were attracted by the novelty and interest of
the spectacle, and amongst whom refreshments were liberally distributed. The engine,
which is placed at the lowest point of the Old Butterknowle and Copley Bent seams, will
drain an extensive tract of superior coal, and on the completion of the projected branch of
the Darlington Railway to these collieries, will facilitate the supply to the London market,
as well as to the surrounding country.
By 16th November 1827 the decision was taken to continue works on the Haggerleases
Branch under the supervision of Thomas Storey. Discussions took place with the
representatives of the Earl of Strathmore’s Estate who owned much of the land upon which
the branch line would run. In a letter of 26th November 1827, the draft agreement allowed the
S&DR to rent the required land from the estate with a future option to buy in return for
constructing the branch which would also benefit the Estate. It also allowed adjacent colliery
owners to lease the necessary land to construct sidings between the collieries and the
branch.17
On the 23rd May 1828 another Bill received Royal Assent including a clause designed to
appease shareholder and colliery owner the Rev. Prattman, which would compel the railway
company to begin construction of the remainder of the Haggerleases Branch within 3 months
and to complete it within 3 years. Work recommenced on the Branch in July 1828 and the
pressure was on to complete.18
THOMAS STOREY (1789-1859)
Storey was one of the many talented people brought to the S&DR through their
connections with George Stephenson. Born in Makemerich near Ponteland and
educated at Stamfordham, he served an apprenticeship as a mining engineer in
Lancashire, then Wales and Shropshire. He was related to George Stephenson
through marriage to his wife Elizabeth and so he was released from his employment
in 1822 in order to join Stephenson on the Stockton & Darlington Railway. He moved
to St. Helen Auckland to be near his work and spent the rest of his life there.
Between 1822 and 1825, Thomas was in charge of the construction of the S&DR
from Witton Park to Heighington Lane (now on the edge of Newton Aycliffe). He
oversaw the construction of the first enginemen’s houses.
As engineer to the S&DR,19 his work included supervising the construction of the
Haggerleases branch line, designing the skew bridge near the terminus, surveying
the Middlesbrough branch line (and the alternative route not chosen at Haverton
Hill) in 1827. He attended parliamentary committees to be cross examined on the
proposed Middlesbrough branch in 1828, designed a stone bridge to cross the old
route of the river Tees, oversaw and contracted out the work on the Middlesbrough
branch – much of his work overlapping with his work on the Haggerleases.20 He also
17

TNA RAIL 667/284
Proud 1998, 21
19 Bill Fawcett pers comm, quoted in Archaeo-Environment 2013, 26
20 Archaeo-Environment 2018, 45
18
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designed and oversaw the construction of the Goods Shed at North Road in
Darlington between 1832-3, designed new bridges as part of the widening of the
S&DR mainline in 1831-3 and trained up the S&DR’s next engineer John Harris who
took over in 1836.21
No wonder at the opening ceremony of the Haggerleases branch, one of the many
toasts was to ‘– “Mr Storey”, to whose professional skill and individual
perseverance the Company and the public are alike indebted”.22
He was the consulting engineer for the Prince of Wales tunnel at Shildon. He
projected and formed the Great North of England Railway, of which he was the
Engineer-in-chief. That included surveying the line between Darlington and York and
building 77 bridges between the two towns. Only one of them collapsed!
He also projected and formed the Auckland and Weardale Railway, built the first
Bishop Auckland station, and he was engaged on various other lines.
After leaving the NER he set up a smaller business in St. Helen Auckland. In that
capacity he built houses including a row in Flintoff Street (off Newgate Street) in
Bishop Auckland in the mid 1840s. 23 Flintoff was his daughter Hannah’s married
name.
‘In person, Mr. Storey was tall and
athletic, and capable of undergoing
great fatigue. He possessed great
decision of character, and was
deservedly respected for his strict
integrity and honesty of purpose. He
was as scrupulously just, as an
employer, towards those who served
under him, as he had been when an
agent, to those under whom he served.
During the last few years, he lived in
retirement, his health not permitting
him to undertake any great public
work.’24
He lived on what is now called Manor
Road in St. Helen Auckland at the time
of his death (at the time this was called
25
Main Road or Front Street). He died after a short illness, on the 15th of October
1859, aged seventy years old.26 This was only three days after Robert Stephenson
whose death dominated the local press.

21

Archaeo-Environment 2013, 83 and List Entry Numbers: 1478390, 1478497, 1478498 for surviving
listed bridges designed by Storey between School Aycliffe and Darlington
22 Durham Chronicle 8th May 1830
23 Chris Lloyd – 2011. The Northern Echo.
https://www.thenorthernecho.co.uk/history/8799887.career-line/ [accessed 180122]
24 Thomas Storey Obituary 1860 ICE Virtual Library p182 Accessed
https://www.icevirtuallibrary.com/doi/pdf/10.1680/imotp.1860.23616 17/01/22
25 Thank you to John Raw for this information obtained from the 1841 and 1851 census returns.
26 Thomas Storey Obituary 1860 ICE Virtual Library p182 Accessed
https://www.icevirtuallibrary.com/doi/pdf/10.1680/imotp.1860.23616 17/01/22
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Thomas is buried in the churchyard at St Helen’s and his house has since been
demolished to create Challoner Way.

By September 1829, the first bridge over the Gaunless was finished (at the east end) and
the second was in progress. Contracts to build other bridges were let in August 1829 and
February 1830.27 The contractors were obliged to source their own stone, although one
tender for building a bridge at ‘the terminus’ stated that they would ‘according to plan and
specification finding all materials excepting the centre’.28 Although the tender suggests that
this is the last bridge of the line, the fact that the central stone was to be sourced elsewhere,
suggests that this was the skew bridge and was to be commissioned differently from the
others.
Stone (‘Freestone’) was also sourced in leases dated July 1830 between George Dixon
(junior) of Cockfield and George Stephenson (senior) (not the engineer George Stephenson
father of Robert who was now working elsewhere). This also included stone to make sleeper
blocks (two pence each) measuring 18 inches square and 10 inches thick. Walling stones
and ashlar were also to be sourced from the same quarry in Cockfield. As part of this
agreement, George Dixon was required to clear the surface of the site of ‘earth, stones and
rubbish’ down to solid stone, or to pay George Stephenson to do so. The stones were to be
loaded from the quarry into waggons which were to run on his own private railway ‘at the
Railway Pit on Cockfield Fell’. As part of this agreement, George Stephenson was to find
additional rails to extend the private railway westwards, providing that Thomas Storey didn’t
object. 29
On the 27th April 1830, Richard Otley of the S&DR Railway Office submitted a notice to the
Durham County Advertiser: ‘HAGGER LEASES BRANCH RAILWAY will be opened, AS
FAR AS COCKFIELD FELL, for general traffic..’ on Saturday the 1st May. The day was
reported in the Durham Chronicle on the 8th May 1830 30 and followed a now wellestablished format with a procession of railway coaches carrying about 30 people each from
Darlington and several waggons from Brusselton, all drawn by horses. As the procession
approached West Auckland the numbers of spectators gathered amounting to 3,000 people
according to the excited reporter at the time. As with other openings organised by the S&DR,
banners and flags waved boasting the company motto ‘Periculum privatum, utilitas
publica’,31 staff wore blue favours and a band was accommodated in especially fitted
waggons to provide the musical accompaniment.
By the 2nd October, the rest of the Haggerleases Branch opened to the public all the way to
the terminus at Hagger Leases Lane (Butterknowle).32 To commemorate the opening, there
was a gathering at the offices of the Butterknowle and Copley Collieries belonging to Rev.
Prattman. Prattman provided the usual ‘cold collation’ available at such events and took the
opportunity to express concern about the numbers of accidents on railways. Joseph Pease
27

TNA RAIL 677/289
TNA RAIL 667/289/38
29 TNA RAIL 667/239. Transcription by Molly Raine in Appendix E
30 A full transcription by Simon Raine can be found in Appendix B
31 At private risk for public service
32 In this year, the S&DR also opened the Middlesbrough branch, and further afield, the Canterbury &
Whitstable opened as did the Liverpool & Manchester Railway.
28
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responded with a speech correcting some of the erroneous information that had been spread
about accidents on the S&DR after the death of Lord Huskisson at the opening of the L&MR.
This included mistaken figures in the press suggesting that the S&DR had suffered fifty
casualties instead of fifteen.
The rest of the opening day followed what was now a traditional opening ceremony:
‘About four o’ clock, the company proceeded down the Railway in procession. A party of
ladies occupied one of the Railway Company’s coaches, followed by the Staindrop amateur
band, in waggons fitted up for the purpose (and whose performances contributed much to
enliven the day), and the rear was brought up by a number of waggons laden with coal, the
workmen, &c., with banners bearing appropriate inscriptions. In this order they proceeded to
St. Helen’s Auckland, where the company separated, highly gratified with the proceedings of
the day.’ 33
The multi-purpose use of the branch line was noted by the journalists in both accounts of the
opening ceremonies:
‘…it is expected to yield a most ample return, as, independent of the traffic that will naturally
arise in articles of general merchandize, it will afford a medium of easy and cheap
communication and conveyance with the expensive and populous district in which the
collieries of Norwood, Cockfield and Butterknowle, and the lead mines of Teesdale, are
comprised, and in which are found, besides, inexhaustible quarries of white freestone and
whinstone, the value and utility of which, for the purpose of building and road-making, are so
well known and appreciated.’
This was reiterated in the account of the second opening:
‘The Railway Branch now completed opens a communication with the Lead Mine district,
terminating, as it does, at the road to Wolsingham, Middleton, &c., and actually on the great
trap dyke which traverses the island, and from which an inexhaustible store of the best
materials for the construction of roads may be sent down the line. These advantages,
together with the long-established excellence of the Butterknowle and Copley coals, with
which it is now in contact, promise to make this not only a very profitable undertaking for the
Company, but an extensive benefit to the public.’
The Haggerleases Branch was therefore clearly designed to transport coal from the collieries
and lead from the lead mines and Copley Lead Smeltmill34 to the mainline, but also to exploit
the whinstone of Cockfield Fell and other general ‘merchandize’. It would also go on to offer
a limited passenger trade to Lands and the terminus until passengers were transferred to the
new S&DLUR in 1863.35 The railway company used the line to transport building stone from
the quarries on the Fell to its other major project at Middlesbrough where they were
extending the coal staithes. On the 30th August 1832, Mr Storey was sent a reminder that he
was supposed to have sent some stone flags from the Haggerleases branch to be used at

33

The full transcript by Julie Bee of the newspaper article published on the 9th October in the Durham
Chronicle is available as Appendix C
34 Listed grade II Entry no. 1338598
35 Holmes 1975, 79, 96
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the depots at the intermediate Middlesbrough staithe and also some stones for the
foundations of the engine house at Bowesfield.36
ROBERT STEPHENSON
Unlike the 1825 mainline, George Stephenson had
no formal role in surveying or constructing the
Haggerleases branch. By mid-1824, he was
engineer to the proposed Liverpool & Manchester
Railway. Instead, he delegated responsibility to
his twenty-one-year-old son Robert Stephenson
who worked with John Dixon to survey the line in
1823. Robert’s accounts for 1824 were
reproduced in Rolt’s biography of Robert and
George:
Rob. Stephenson:
May 1824.
To setting out, levelling & making Section of Haggar
Leases Branch Railway
15 5 0
To 34 Days attendance in London when the above
Branch was before Parliament 35 14 0
To Travelling Expenses and a Bill at the Imperial Hotel
20 0 0

The Haggerleases branch was therefore the place where Robert cut his teeth on the
art of railway engineering design and also acquired the skills and confidence to see
it through Parliament, which was in fact the costliest part of his contract. Sadly, for
the S&DR, Robert was already preparing to leave the country for Colombia and had
little to do with the railway or the branch line subsequently. By the time he returned
to the country in November 1827 his attentions were directed towards the Liverpool
& Manchester Railway and his neglected locomotive works in Newcastle. Within
three years of the Haggerleases opening he was engineer-in-chief for the London &
Birmingham Railway (L&BR) and he wasn’t even thirty years old.
The construction of the Haggerleases branch was a major expenditure at a time when the
railway company was haemorrhaging money on its expansion and development. Between
1825 when the mainline and two branches at Darlington and Yarm opened, the company
also constructed the Black Boy branch in 1827, the Croft branch in 1829 and the
Middlesbrough branch which opened only two months after the Haggerleases branch and
included the construction of shipping staithes, a suspension bridge across the Tees and the
planning of a whole new town. Indeed, by the time the Haggerleases branch opened, the
S&DR network was, according to Joseph Pease, ‘between forty and fifty miles in extent, and
is thus half as long again as the Liverpool and Manchester Railway’.37
The single track branch followed the north bank of the River Gaunless, crossing over to the
south side for only two short lengths on fine stone arch bridges west of Spring Gardens and
towards the terminus. The gradient was gentle, falling only 60m (200ft) at an average rate of
1/130. There were no major embankments, deep cuttings or tunnels and the only bridge
over it was the later Lands or Gaunless Viaduct of 1862-3 which carried the South Durham
36
37

TNA RAIL 667/1042
Durham Chronicle 9th October 1830 (see Appendix C)
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and Lancashire Union Railway between Bishop Auckland and Barnard Castle. As with other
parts of the S&DR, the line was marked with mileposts every quarter of a mile. Based on the
Dixon plans of 1839, these were always on the north side of the track.38 The route also
marked parish boundaries and one marker stone survives near the Skew Bridge. Level
crossings took the line over the main roads at Spring Gardens, Ramshaw and Lands and
more minor level crossings carried tracks and paths across the line accessed via five bar
gates (shown on the Dixon plans).
As with the single track mainline of 1825 there were passing places located near
Thrushwood Colliery, between the 2 ½ and 2 ¾ mileposts (W of Evenwood), another on the
approach to Lands from the E and another near Butterknowle Mill.39 Based on Dixon’s
survey of 1839, the stretch from West Auckland to Spring Gardens was already double track
by 1839. 40
The first fatal accident on the Haggerleases occurred within only a few weeks of
opening.
‘A young man named Geo. English, aged 20 years, unfortunately lost his life on
Saturday last [30 Oct], on the Haggerleazes Branch of the Stockton and Darlington
Railway, having in consequence of some obstruction, been pitched off the first of a
long line of laden coal waggons, on which he was riding. Four of the waggons
passed over him. Verdict- accidental Death. Deodand41 on the waggons £5.’
Durham County Advertiser November 5th. 1830
The railway company continued to carry out additional works after the opening of the line. In
1832 they contracted out the demolition and rebuilding of Butterknowle cornmill and mill race
with an associated dwelling house for the miller- all located on the north side of the branch
lien. It seems unusual for the railway company to invest in the construction of a water mill,
especially as the Gaunless already powered four mills in 1823 along the proposed branch
route at West Mill (at the future terminus and later called Gaunless Mill), the existing one at
Butterknowle, Evenwood Mill and Heslop’s Mill (later Holme Mill) near Spring Gardens.
There was also a mill at West Auckland on the south side of the Gaunless. Perhaps this was
the S&DR looking to cash in on the power of the Gaunless and the newfound ability to export
the produce cheaply? Afterall, the agricultural community had been targeted as potential
customers on the opening day of the mainline in 1825 when a waggon was filled with sacks
of flour to show that the railway wasn’t just about transporting coal, lime and lead, but also
the produce from local farms to a wider domestic market.
The Haggerleases, was in effect a feeder to the main line.42 The horse drawn waggons using
the branch line carried merchandise from the coal fields and lead mines and roped up the
Brusselton Incline and down the other side to Shildon to join steam locomotive trains. The
opening of the branch resulted in other collieries opening in the Evenwood and Ramshaw
38
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area including Lands Colliery (H. Stobart) and the Evenwood and Gordon Collieries (Durham
County Coal Company) – each linked to the branch line by private tramways. Within the first
twelve years of operating, twelve collieries had connected to the line.43
Surprisingly horses continued to be used on the branch until 1856,44 although in 1848 the
engineer was asked to report on the cost of putting a small locomotive to work. His report
stated that this would be too expensive, and the idea was shelved.45 An account of the use
of horses amongst the Auckland collieries was published in the Darlington & Stockton Times
on the 9th September 1854 which is worth reproducing in full.
“The drivers of these ‘dandies’ deserve a word for the agility they display in taking the
sidings. They leap off their seat in front and by running to the siding and turning it in an
instant with a ‘switch’ they are ready to jump on again when the dandy comes up, the horse
in the meantime not in the least slackening his pace. They also discard such useless
appendages as reins and control the horse to admiration by shouting at the top of their
voices. We had not proceeded far before we were cautioned to be on the look out for
‘Lambs,’ who we were told, were coming to meet us. Not being at all apprehensive of any
danger from such a cause, we thought the caution quite needless. It did not take long to be
convinced of the contrary. The ‘Lambs,’ we soon discovered, were a large proprietary who
contract for the conveyance of the minerals from the collieries down the incline to Brusselton
Bankfoot. It was to avoid being pounced upon by one of these self-impelled trains as they
came around the numerous curves that we had been cautioned. These waggons can be
stopped by a brake which is fixed to each, but it takes a little time to do so, and as the line is
here anything but straight we had to be very careful how we proceeded. While waiting on
one occasion in a siding for these ‘Lambs’ to pass, a train of 18 or 20 trucks and waggons
swept past. These consisted chiefly of coal and coke waggons, but one or two which brought
up the rear were filled with general merchandise and passengers…The three last were
devoted to the accommodation of the horses which had hauled the empty waggons up and
which seemed to enjoy the ride down amazingly…With slight interruptions from the ‘Lambs,’
who were signalled to our drivers by the men who were at work at the mouths of the pits on
the left side of the valley and who by their elevated position would command an extensive
view of the road, we pursued our way.” (Darlington and Stockton Times, Sept. 9th, 1854).46
The opening of the Tunnel Branch, bypassing the Brusselton inclines, in 1856 brought steam
locomotives to the branch, requiring the track to be strengthened and doubled as far as
Norwood Colliery at Ramshaw.
The South Durham & Lancashire Union Railway (SDLU) which was authorised in 1857 and
completed in 1863 ran up the Branch as far as Spring Gardens Junction from where it went
on its own over higher ground and across the Lands Viaduct on its way to Barnard Castle
and beyond.47 (It is not clear if the bridges near Spring Gardens had to be widened or if they
were already built wide enough to accommodate the double track and locomotive use. A lack
of access to the structures means that any alterations are not visible.) The SDLU, commonly
43
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known as the High Line had little impact on the coal trade of the Haggerleases, (or Low Line
as it was commonly called), but its Cockfield and Evenwood stations captured what little
passenger trade existed on the earlier Branch.

Figure 7. The 1830 Haggerleases branch in blue. The dark red branch line running alongside (and at
a higher level) is the later South Durham & Lancashire Union Railway authorised in 1857 and
completed in 1863. The N-S red line in the top right is the mainline on Etherley Incline. Photo: Google
Earth.

Figure 8. 1839: J. & C. WALKER’S BRITISH ATLAS. A map of Durham County, showing railways,
parliamentary boroughs, turnpike roads, and parks. Indicates coal pits and lead mines. Features
shown include, the Haggerleases Branch railway line (but inexplicably stopping at Lands) and the
S&DR mainline.
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Figure 9. 1850: Bell’s map showing the Haggerleases Branch with adjoining collieries – Evenwood,
Little Gordon, Gordon along Gordon Beck, Norwood behind the Bridge pub, Old Norwood near Lands
and Storey Lodge otherwise known as Cragwood colliery and Lands colliery. DUL XL 553.2 BEL
(accession 96,709)

Historic maps show the changes over the years, leading to the height of activity towards the
end of the nineteenth century by which time the branch served collieries at West Auckland,
Randolph, West Tees, Gordon Gill drift, Norwood, Evenwood drift, Storey Lodge, drifts at
Cragg Wood and Cockfield, Gordon House, North End, Millfield Grange, Quarry Pit,
Diamond Pit, Butterknowle and Wham drift. The railway also served Cockfield quarry,
Diamond pit brickworks and coke ovens at Butterknowle. The collieries alone including those
served by the High Line, employed over 3,000 men leading to the growth of workers’
housing.48

Figure 10. OS Sheet 32 - Barnard Castle (Hills) Publication date: 1897 showing the later High Line
(SDLU) is clear, but the narrow 1830 branch is also shown running parallel and to the south.

48
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The twentieth century marked the decline of the south west Durham coalfield especially after
the Second World War.49 Some mines were revived during the miners’ strike of the 1980s
such as Norwood Colliery. Storey Lodge Colliery was worked as a private drift mine by
Teasdale's (under license) in the late 1960s, early 1970s. Most of the land to the north of the
Gaunless, east of Lands and west of Ramshaw was worked under license by a private
opencast firm c.1990-95. Most of the land south of the Gaunless river between Evenwood
and West Auckland was worked by the British Coal Opencast Executive c.1988-90.50
Eventually all the mines, coke works and quarries in the valley closed. The branch, as well
as the High Line, closed in 1963, apart from a short stretch as far as Spring Gardens which
continued to serve the Randolph coke works at Evenwood until 1969.51 Once closed, the
tracks were lifted, buildings demolished, and the former mining areas reclaimed using
substantial government funded reclamation schemes.
The Haggerleases trackbed survives for most of its length. It no longer carries waggons of
coal and stone hauled by horses and locomotives, but it still carries people under their own
steam, on foot, bicycle, push chair and wheelchair for its entire length. The Haggerleases
lives on in what has since become attractive peaceful countryside.
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4.0

THE TRACKBED AUDIT

The following describes the 7.8 km route of the Haggerleases Branch from its junction with
the main line at St. Helen Auckland to its terminus at The Slack, near Butterknowle. Each
section describes the access to the route of the branch line, the heritage assets that survive
and any management recommendations to help conserve or interpret the remains. The
sections run from E to W. The numbering used is the reference on the GIS database created
as part of this and other S&DR trackbed audits covering the 1825 mainline and the
branches. This database will be given to the local planning authority to help inform future
development proposals and also to the various managing agencies along the line. The whole
S&DR database consists of over 1,200 records, of which 252 relate to the Haggerleases
Branch. Extracts from the GIS mapping are shown at the beginning of each section. This is
designed to indicate the density of features only but full details will be available from the
Durham Historic Environment Record in due course.
4.1
St Helen Auckland to Spring Gardens (1.5 km)
Ownership in 1823: Sir Robert Johnson Eden, Baronet (plots 1-6) with George Wade owning
a parcel of land immediately east of the turnpike road (now the A68) (plot 7).
Occupancy from east to west in 1824: Francis Thompson (1-2), John Thubron (3-4), John
Garry (5-6) and George Wade (7).52
The Branch left the main line at the southern side of the level crossing on Station Road and
curved left for approximately 90 degrees before heading west to what is now called Spring
Gardens.
Access
A small area of open green space on the corner of Station Road and Leazes Lane marks
where the branch line peeled off the mainline, but the route then runs under the modern
Northbridge Park housing estate with no through route for anyone wishing to walk the line.
The reclamation of the former West Auckland Colliery (956) also removed all trace of the
next 290 metres, although a field boundary marks the route exactly. The footpath (no.18)
currently used from Northbridge Park is 127m to the S of the former branch line, however it
gradually moves closer until the cycle path north of West Auckland Manor House and the
route of the branch line are one and the same.
An interpretation panel erected by housing developers is rapidly disappearing behind a
hedge while the land in front of it is apparently being subsumed into a private garden. This
land should soon be landscaped as part of a new DCC landscaping scheme designed to
better reflect the railway heritage of the area.
The trackbed and cycle path continue to Spring Gardens and the A68. The level crossing
does not survive and the A68 is a very fast-moving road which needs crossing with
considerable caution.

52
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Figure 11. Proposed landscaping at Northbridge Park. The new path will take walkers off the mainline
route and cross over the branch line route to steer then towards a safe road crossing point. Image
DCC 2021

Figure 12. Extract from the approved 1823 Robert Stephenson deposited plan (DRO Q/D/P 9/1)
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Figure 13. The Thomas Dixon survey of S&DR land dating to 1839 (TNA RAIL1037/450) from West
Auckland to Spring Gardens

Figure 14. Extract from OS 1855 West Auckland DT (42.09) A covering the start of the branch line at
West Auckland to Spring Gardens

What Survives (E to W)?

Figure 15. An extract from the mapping of sites recorded either from historic mapping or during site
visits

Trackbed – branch start point (1200)
The point where the branch line peeled away from the mainline is partly under a grassy area
which has otherwise not been developed. This is due to be landscaped shortly to improve
22
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the walking experience along the 1825 mainline, but there is some potential for below
ground remains to survive relating to the Haggerleases branch. However a watching brief
conducted in the past in advance of development had a negative result.53

Figure 16. Left: the grassy area includes the start of the Haggerleases branch line and so is of high
archaeological potential. Right: Inappropriate hedge and tree planting has obscured the interpretation
panel relating to the S&DR.

West Auckland colliery junction and West Auckland Colliery (956, 964)
West Auckland colliery opened in 1838, shortly after the Branch opened and was situated to
the north of the line and had rail access to it via numerous sidings. It closed in 1967 and not
a trace of it exists today. Northbridge Park housing estate was built over much of it. The line
of the branch has been retained in a post and wire fence which follows its route exactly.

Figure 17. The field boundary marks the former route of the branch line as far as the trees

53
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Level Crossing, track and ford serving West Auckland (968)
A track runs from land between the Manor House Hotel in West Auckland and its former
brewery, now a car park, N to the branch line. The track has been surfaced with river worn
cobbles, although it is now mostly deeply rutted mud.54 The ford still exists but there is also a
footbridge. There is no evidence of historic gates and the new access point is modern but
there are 20th century railway gateposts. It meets another historic path heading N to
Greenfields Road. Both are now rights of way (footpath no.29).
Field drain or culverts (1132,1133)
Where the branch line (site of) meets the modern path, there is a woodland, planted in the
1970s N of the branch line. Running along the N and E side of the woodland is a drainage
ditch or culvert, stone lined in places with two covered culverts, one with a concrete top, in
the NE NW corners. While this looks like a railway culvert, it only follows the trackbed in part
and so may be a field drain. The use of stone suggests that it pre-dates the woodland.
Those parts on the N side of the woodland are difficult to see and to access but one is next
to the level crossing (968) and easily accessed.

Figure 18. The N drainage ditch

54

Local residents requested improvements to his track in 2006; if his ever happened it would appear
that it needs doing again (Archaeo-Environment 2006)
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Figure 19. Left. The covered ditch at the corner of a field N of the branch line. This is located on the
NE side of the level crossing. Right: the covered ditch on the NW side of the woodland where the
former branch line ran

New Etherley Colliery N of trackbed (971-973)
The following features might relate to a small colliery building and siding that were located to
the N of the trackbed and joined to it by a siding. This was shown on the Dixon plan of
183955 and the 1st ed OS maps of 1857. There is some building rubble here that could be the
remains of the building but much of the debris is 20th C (1134)

Figure 20. Drainage ditch on the N side of the Haggerleases branch line trackbed looking towards a
covered section where a track passed over
55
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Drainage ditch and culvert (1135)
A section of stone lined drainage ditch (see fig 20) runs parallel to the N side of the branch
line. This does appear to be an original railway ditch although it may have been renewed
over the years. It appears to have been recently cleaned out. It is hidden behind scrub but
could be made more easily visible and accessible.

Bracing post on the N side of the trackbed (1136)
A small metal fixing has survived on the N side of the trackbed and S of the culvert (1135).
This would help to secure a post in place by holding a steel wire in tension between the post
and the ground. This is not an 1830s fixture but does relate to later railway use.

Figure 21. Metal bracing post

Wall, remains of (1137)
A stone wall survives just one of two courses high on the N side of the branch line and S of
the culvert (1135). It sits between the trackbed and the culvert so cannot be a railway
company boundary.

Figure 22 Stone wall S of culvert and N of trackbed
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Retaining Walls and remains of a building (1139)
The trackbed is positioned on a shallow embankment and so retaining walls were built to
support the trackbed. Many of these walls survives on the S side of the trackbed, although
their low height means they are more visible from the S. One stretch has distinctive dressed
stonework on a return that suggests a doorway to a small building, possibly a platelayers
cabin or similar. The 1st ed OS map surveyed in 1856 shows a track approaching this part of
the line (1106).

Figure 23. Stone retaining walls along the S side of the trackbed (behind the wooden fence)

Figure 24. Dressed stone quoins
suggesting that this is the remains of a
building set within the retaining wall on
the S side of the trackbed.
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Earl Grey Inn (975)
The Earl Grey Inn was positioned parallel to the road (now the A68) at Spring Gardens,
where the branch line crossed it on a level crossing. It was well placed to attract customers
from road and rail.
The building was shown on the Dixon plan of 1839, when it was un-named, probably
because it did not belong to the railway company.56 It was also shown on the 1st ed 25 inch
OS map surveyed in 1856 with its name.57 It is built of dressed ashlar red sandstone with
quoins, water tabling and kneelers. The building is now a private house with modern
windows, door and roofing materials, but retains stacks to its gable ends. The door has had
a pale coloured stone plaque above it which contrasts with the red sandstone. The stone has
laminated and the original design is no longer visible, but a local resident remembers that it
once said 1833, while Holmes records it as saying 1832.58 Both dates support the use of
Earl Grey as a popular name at that time. It commemorated The Representation of the
People Act 1832, known as the first Reform Act or Great Reform Act which was promoted by
the Prime Minister Earl Grey. It increased voting powers to men who owned property and
abolished a number of rotten boroughs. 59

Figure 25. The Earl Grey Inn today
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59 https://www.parliament.uk/about/livingheritage/evolutionofparliament/houseofcommons/reformacts/overview/reformact1832/ [accessed
210322]
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Figure 26. Spring gardens level crossing and the Earl Grey Inn in 1895 (photo courtesy of the
Northern Echo)

Management recommendations
If the proposed landscaping between West Auckland and St. Helen Auckland
proceeds as planned, a watching brief could expose the remains of the Haggerleases
trackbed as well as the mainline.
Garden encroachment may need to be addressed at Northbridge Park
The interpretation panel at Northbridge Park is due to be replaced
While the fence line W of Northbridge housing estate is modern, its location should
be considered to be of interest because it has preserved the route of the trackbed.
Landscaping proposals by DCC will create a new path along this route.
If the woodland is felled N of the line, care needs to be taken to avoid damaging the
culverts
If the culverts are kept clear of fill, they will possibly help to keep the cycle and
footpath dry
The historic trackway from the Manor House Hotel to the level crossing is in poor
condition, deeply rutted and muddy. If improvements works are carried out here, river
worn cobbling should be retained. There are also a large number of ‘keep out’ signs
that create an unwelcome environment.
Repurposed railway sleepers and old railway gateposts should be retained as they
reinforce the railway character of the route.
Trackbed retaining walls and building remains should be protected from any
improvement works.
The Earl Grey Inn merits additional research. If there are proposals to extend a future
S&DR Conservation Area boundary to the branch lines, then such associated
buildings could merit being served with an Article 4 Direction.
The Earl Grey Inn merits inclusion in the Local Listing.
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4.2
Spring Gardens to Ramshaw (2.5 km)
Ownership in 1823: Barnard Heslop (9-10), Harington Lee (11), Thomas Humphries (12 –
19a), William Parniley (?) (20-20a), William Humphries (21-22), Trustees of the Earl of
Strathmore (deceased) (23-24) and William Rogers (25).
Occupancy from east to west: Barnard Heslop (9-10), Robert Goldsborough (11), William
Coates (12-13), Thomas Humphries (14-19a), John Hart (20-20a), George Johnson (21-22),
Thomas Rutter (23-24) and William Atkinson (25).

Figure 27. Extract from the approved 1823 Robert Stephenson deposited plan (DRO Q/D/P 9/1)

Access
The line westwards is now occupied by the access road to the Spring Gardens Flood
Storage Reservoir and carries the footpath and cycle route towards Ramshaw. This road
crosses the River Gaunless (twice) and the Norton Fine Beck on three splendid stone
bridges. There is no public access to view the structures and trees and overgrown
vegetation obscures inspection from above. All but one of the stone parapets of the bridges
have been removed. The survivor is on the north side of the third bridge, over Norton Fine
30
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Beck, and has rolled masonry ends, typical of S&DR design elsewhere. Otherwise, the
original stone parapets have been replaced with three different phases of fencing.
West of the bridges, the line is obstructed by the Spring Mill Wildlife dam, constructed by the
Environment Agency in 2005. An interpretation panel installed by Durham County Council
and in poor condition has recently been removed. This included some minimal information
on the railway, wildlife and access. The definitive path now skirts the northern end of the
dam and rejoins the line immediately behind it. At this point the branch line appears to be on
the N side of the path.
200 metres further on is the site of Spring Gardens Junction where the Haggerleases Branch
and the later SDLU line separated, but there is no visible evidence of the junction or
structures once associated with it.

Figure 28. Spring Gardens Junction before 1963. The SDLU headed off to the higher ground on the
right and the Haggerleases branch headed off to the left

Figure 29. Left: The site of Spring Gardens Junction today. Right: a zero post with ‘Hag. Br.’ Written
below it. This was still in place at Spring Gardens junction in 1966 (photo: Ken Hoole Collection).
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At this point the path continues ahead along what was the then SD&LUR but the post and
wire fence on the left begins to veer away where the Haggerleases Branch ran. A path on
the left into the nature reserve immediately crosses the line of the Branch at the gate.
Another path into the nature reserve appears 150 metres further on; this bears right to a gate
at which the Branch is marked by a well -defined path ahead through a field. Looking back,
some concrete fence posts mark the line’s boundary.

Figure 30. A line of early 20th C concrete fenceposts marks the route of the Haggerleases branch.

At this point there are three choices of paths to take. Only option 1 is suitable for cyclists
and wheelchair users and is the easiest route to follow on the ground.
1. Continue along the SD&LUR path. After 200 metres the view left opens up and the
line of the Branch is in the fields below, but difficult to discern. It runs immediately
north of The Barkery dog boarding centre at Haggerleazes Farm, although the house
was allowed to extend over the line in 2009. The Branch continues along a track to
the next building. The path eventually leaves the SDLUR and turns left to meet the
Branch by an electricity pylon.
2. Go through the gate and follow the path ahead, then continue alongside a post and
wire fence on the right; the Branch ran on the other side. The path curves left
following the junction with the Randolph Colliery/Thrushwood waggonway as far as
its bridge over the river. The route of the waggonway can be seen rising ahead
through woodland. Do not cross the bridge but double back on a path following the
riverbank upstream (care needed). Emerge by Haggerleazes Farm and follow the
access road to the bridges at Evenwood Mill. A stile on the right accesses the
footpath upstream, from which the embankment of the Branch can be seen running
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past the house. The path joins the footpath and cycle route (option 1) by the
electricity pylon.
3. Continue along the SD&LUR for 250 metres as in option 1 but turn left through a gate
on a public footpath along a farm track. This bears right and follows the Branch as far
as a stile approaching Haggerleazes Farm. This joins option 2.
The footpath and cycleway continue west to Ramshaw. After 300 metres it crosses Gordon
Beck over a stone arched bridge which can be seen from the field to the right. A line to West
Tees Colliery followed the side of the beck but there is no trace of it on the ground. However
a fine pair of tall stone gateposts can be seen in the trackside vegetation, marking where the
line joined the Branch. The colliery closed in the 1950s.
Just before the village street, the path deviates left slightly from the Branch; the precise route
goes through the children’s play park. The nearest potential stop for refreshments is The
Bridge Inn on what was a level crossing but it has been closed since the pandemic.

Figure 31. The trackbed ran through this field near the electricity pylon.
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What Survives (E to W)?

Figure 32. An extract from the mapping of sites recorded either from historic mapping or during site
visits

Holme Mill (formerly Heslops Mill or Holm Mill (980 and HER 8485))
This is located S of the line and S of the Gaunless, but one of several corn mills located
along the Gaunless. These were all water-powered and were used to grind various cereal
products including corn. The mill pre-dates the railway. There is a reference to it in 172460
and it is listed in Pigot’s Directory for 1828-9 when Robert Carlton was the miller. By 1833-4
the miller was Christopher Robinson.61 While this is off-track, as an interpretation tool it
reinforces the message of the importance of this route to the local agricultural economy and
helps to record the shift from agriculture to industrialisation and back to agriculture again.
The farming community was a targeted market for the railway to such an extent that the
S&DR went on to purchase Butterknowle Mill to the W and rebuilt it. It is not visible from the
branch line as it is surrounded by trees and the access is from the busy A68.
It had no direct link to the line, but a ford (981) allowed traffic to cross the river and join the
adjacent road.62 The millrace (982) approached from the west and fed a waterwheel which
was still in situ in 1965.63

60

Listed but reference not sourced: https://northeastmills.wordpress.com/watermills/durhamwatermills/ [accessed 120322]
61 A Trade Directory for Durham also lists a George Heslop as a corn miller in West Auckland 1827-8.
Is this the Heslop after which the mill was named? https://clevelandfhs.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/Trade-Directories-1822-34-Northumberland-Durham-and-North-Yorkshire-byplacename.pdf
62 OS 1st Ed 25 Inch 1857
63 Alan Stoyel archive
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Figure 33. 1st ed OS map dating to 1857 (surveyed 1856)

Railway Bridges 1-3
There are three 1830 bridges in rapid succession designed to carry the branch line over a
loop in the river Gaunless and a tributary to the N. Earlier design options for the branch line
sought to avoid this because of the additional expense of bridge building, but Robert
Stephenson took the view that the benefits of serving more collieries and lead mines
outweighed the extra construction expenses.

Figure 34. 1st ed 25 inch OS map surveyed in 1856. This shows the location of the three stone
bridges (circled red).
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The bridges are all in the classical Georgian style used by the S&DR consisting of segmental
or semi-circular arches with a roll moulded dripstring above the voussoirs. They originally
appear to have been designed with parapets terminating in rounded copes. The tenders for
the Gaunless bridges date to between August 1829 and February 1830.64 The first bridge
over the Gaunless was completed by September 1829.
Bridge 1 (977)
This stone bridge is the most easterly to carry the branch line over the Gaunless. It is shown
on the Dixon Plan of 1839, but clearly dates to 1830; in fact, the successful quote to carry
out the works was dated to August 1829. The work was awarded to Matthew Gibbon of West
Auckland who quoted £390.65

Figure 35. Bridge 1 Shown on the Dixon Plan of 1839. The building on the right is the Earl Grey Inn
(975)

The double span bridge is built of red sandstone and the arches have a roll moulded
dripstring. The drawing by Dixon implies that it had wing walls with domed copes on the
ends, but there is no longer any parapet, just three phases of later fencing. The first phase
after the removal of the parapet was ornate cast iron fencing, then concrete early 20th C
railway posts with horizontal iron rails and finally wooden pale fencing.
The bridge cannot be viewed from publicly accessible areas, but the road and path still use
it. It is being damaged by the roots of self-seeded trees which needs addressing. The bridge
is used by vehicles going to and from the wildlife dam, mostly Environment Agency staff

64

TNA RAIL 667/289/26-41
TNA RAIL 667/289/34. None of the tender documents name the individual bridges so it is difficult to
align quotes with specific bridges. One of the unsuccessful quotes refers to the bridge as ‘next to the
turnpike road’ which we are assuming is the current A68 and so would be bridge no.1. Also, the price
is higher than the other two bridges but a similar price range to the more complicated skew bridge;
this would be because it is a double span bridge.
65
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Figure 36. The first bridge across the Gaunless

Bridge 2 (978)
The second bridge to be built across the Gaunless is dated to 1830. Like Bridge 1 it was
portrayed by Dixon as having wingwalls terminating in domed coping. There are no parapet
walls visible and it is currently very difficult to see the span of the bridge due to lack of
access and vegetation growth. However, it is possible to see the single span and its roll
moulded dripstone.
In common with the other two bridges on this stretch of the line, it is being damaged by tree
roots from self-seeded trees.

Figure 37. Dixon Plan of 1839 (TNA RAIL 667/450)
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Figure 38. Bridge 2 – a single span bridge with a roll moulded detail above the voussoirs

Bridge 3. Norton Fine Beck Bridge (979)
This 1830 bridge over the tributary into the Gaunless, Norton Fine Beck, does retain its
parapet on the N side terminating in a domed cope typical of S&DR designs elsewhere.
Otherwise, the original stone parapets have been replaced with wooden pale fencing.

Figure 39. The surviving bridge parapet at Spring
Gardens
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Figure 40. The N side of Norton Fine Beck Bridge

The bridge appears to have had a cantilevered structure added to it, possibly a launder66
although it’s not clear what it was for. There are a number of mill races in the area serving
Holme Mill and it could be related to this, although it is some distance from it. Tree roots are
causing considerable damage.

Figure 41. The S side of Norton Fine Beck Bridge with no parapet.

66

A trough for holding or conveying water
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Evenwood Mill and Mill House (999 and HER 61340)
This mill and mill house have been demolished, but they are part of the story of the
Gaunless and the motivation behind providing a railway. It long pre-dates the Haggerleases
branch with a mill being recorded here in the 12th century. More recently, John Vart was
listed as the corn miller at Evenwood Mill between 1827-8 in the local trade directory. The
nearby Mill Cottages survive and can be seen from a distance from the high line. It merits
inclusion in any off-site interpretation.

Figure 42. Evenwood Mill (photo date unknown). The buildings on the left are still recognisable but
can only be seen if an alternative route is taken on the S side of the Gaunless.

Figure 43. The surviving Mill Cottages at Evenwood Mill
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Former platelayers house (1002)
A building reputedly a platelayer’s house and possibly once allocated the S&DR number H6
was located to the north of the Haggerleases Line.67 It may have been depicted on the Dixon
plan of 1839 as a cottage and garth.68 This building was demolished sometime after 2006
and the site used for an entirely new house. Another building on the south side of the branch
was also shown on maps towards the end of the 19th century and this building had a siding.
There is no longer any evidence of this either.

Figure 44. Platelayers House in 2006 – now demolished and replaced with a modern house

Trushwood Colliery Sidings (998)
This colliery, with its first borings in 1821,69 was located to the S and was served by a branch
to the Haggerleases line. It was shown on the Dixon plan of 1839 and the OS 1st edition map
surveyed in 1856.70 It later joined with the Randolph Colliery further south. Its approaching
waggonway can still be discerned from the path following the High Line.

Figure 45. View of the Thrushwood/Randolph Waggonway from the High Line path (in the gap
between the trees)
67

Kevin Richardson pers comm and Holmes 1975, 96
TNA RAIL 1037/450
69 The Victoria History of the Counties of England edited by W. Page Vol. II History of Durham
70 TNA RAIL 667/450
68
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Sidings to Gordon Colliery (1839) and West Tees Colliery (1856) (1145)
West Tees Colliery was joined to the Haggerleases branch by sidings (which also went
under the High Line) in the late 19th century. 71 Dixon also showed sidings here to what was
called in 1839, Gordon Colliery.
The sidings have gone but the point where the sidings approached the branch is still marked
by two concrete gateposts. A small square building located between the sidings and Gordon
Beck and visible on the 1st (1856) and 2nd ed (1896) OS maps is no longer visible. The
colliery closed in the 1950s.

Figure 46. The Dixon plan of 1839 showing the sidings to Gordon Colliery and the bridge over the
Gordon Beck. There is no evidence today of the 2 ¼ mile post or the small building

Figure 47. Gateposts marking where the sidings left the branch line connecting to West Tees Colliery
71

Durham XLI.12 Revised: 1896, Published: 1897
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Gordon Beck Bridge (996)
This small bridge carried the branch line over the Gordon Beck. Built of sandstone with some
red brick additions to reinforce the beck banks, it has lost its parapets (the Dixon plan of
1839 implies that it had straight parapets, see fig 46)). Unlike the larger river bridges on this
branch, it has no roll moulded dripstone over the arches. The N elevation is largely obscured
by vegetation.

Figure 48. Gordon Beck Bridge (996)

Railway fencing and timber sleepers (1147, 1148)
When the path returns to the route of the Haggerleases branch, concrete posts can be seen
along its boundary. These are typical early 20th century rounded topped railway posts. It is
worth retaining them because they contribute towards the railway character of the route.

Figure 49. Concrete railway posts and repurposed timber sleepers may not be especially significant in
isolation, but together they help to retain the railway character of the path
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Level Crossing (1001) and Bridge Inn (1201) on Gordon Lane
This section of the line ends at the Gordon Lane which was a level crossing from 1830 to the
first half of the 20th century. There is no evidence for any of the structures associated with
level crossings (a signal box is on the 1st ed OS map surveyed in 1856), but the Bridge Inn,
which takes its name from the attractive stone Evenwood Bridge to the S, served road and
rail users and colliery workers from at least the late 19th century (it is not on the 1856 OS
map).
Management recommendations
The three bridges at Spring Gardens and the bridge over Gordon Beck deserve detailed
surveys of their design and condition with a view to their conservation.
The bridges along this branch date to 1829/30 and as such they merit listing. The Listing
Selection Guide by Historic England notes that ‘when it comes to purpose-built railway
structures, most pre-1850 buildings will often be of international significance as being among
the earliest railway structures in the world, and even partial survivals need to be assessed
carefully’.72 Their listing would also ensure consistent levels of protection across the S&DR
bridges as the designation review currently underway has listed other bridges along the
mainline which date to 1832 because of their early date.73
The bridges are being damaged by trees growing from their decking and spandrels and this
is dislodging the stonework. Trees need to be cut down and prevented from re-seeding as
soon as possible. The path which runs over the first three bridges is used by vehicles as well
as pedestrians and so the bridges need to be structurally sound.
While repurposed timber sleepers and 20th century concrete railway fencing are not
significant in their own right, they should be retained because they reflect the railway
character of the route.
No further development over the branch line should be permitted.

72
73

Historic England December 2017, 8
List Entry Numbers: 1478390, 1478497, 1478498
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4.3
Ramshaw to Low Lands (1.6 km)
Ownership in 1823: John Trotter (27) and Trustees of the Earl of Strathmore (deceased) (2935)
Occupancy from north east to south west: Joseph Hymer (27-28) and Michael Raw (29-35).
Road to Morley (36).

Figure 50. Extract from the approved 1823 Robert Stephenson deposited plan (DRO Q/D/P 9/1)

The access road into Craggwood Holiday Park occupies the line of the Branch for 400
metres, but the definitive footpath (no.65) is through a field to the S. It then cuts across the
field at an angle N to the holiday park drive again suggesting that a rationalisation of path
and drive with a safe walking area may be more desirable for the landowners and walkers.
The definitive path follows a route through a kissing gate and squashed between litter strewn
hedging and fencing with difficult stiles to cross. Some improvements to this route are
desirable. A current planning application for glamping pods to the south of the Bridge Inn
creates an opportunity through the planning process to create a public benefit.74 This section
of the route is in the same ownership all the way from the holiday park entrance to Low
Lands.

74

DM/21/01954/FPA
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Figure 51. The stiles are in poor condition and quite difficult to negotiate.

Land to the north was occupied by the Norwood Colliery which had been operating since the
mid to late 18th century.75 It initially belonged to the Right Honourable Earl Strathmore & the
Honourable George Bowes and was operated by Messrs. George and John Dixon and John
Flintoff. Norwood Colliery had been won for many years by virtue of a bob engine or water
wheel fixed near the side of the River Gaunless and:
“the workings are much affected by dykes and swellys and the obtaining of coal is very
difficult and troublesome”. 76
The colliery was sufficiently important to be included on plans for the Haggerleases branch
and was soon linked to it by a series of sidings. By 1857, the Norwood Pit was connected to
the coke ovens at the new Norwood Colliery. It closed in 1912.77 Nothing is visible now and
the field is grazed.
The holiday park occupies the route for a further 320 metres but the public footpath is
through the gap in the timber fence in a car parking/turning area and leads into woods which
overlook the holiday park and the site of the branch line. Discussions between the park
Kitchin’s map of 1750 shows ‘Coal Pitts’.
University of Durham Dept. of Palaeography and Diplomatic ref: Church Commission [Durham
Bishopric] 212911 Box165 checked by Kevin Richardson
77 http://www.dmm.org.uk/colliery/n017.htm [accessed 180322]
75
76
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owners and the Friends of the S&DR have resulted in an agreement to erect an
interpretation panel at this point and at the start of the public footpath at the entrance to the
park with the panel content being supplied by the Friends.
The path has been recently fitted with a timber handrail as a result of a planning condition
associated with the holiday park being extended. This helps walkers negotiate the climb to a
higher level. This path runs over uneven ground between the holiday park and woodland for
150 metres. While it is manageable for walkers, providing the vegetation is kept under
control, it is not suitable for anyone with mobility difficulties. The holiday park appears to
have cut into a railway embankment and towards the W end the site of the branch line has
been used to dump waste. Some caravan owners have extended their plot off site by
building a cantilevered platform.

Figure 52. Creative encroachment from the caravan park

Once past the woodland and the holiday park, views open out to the right. A belt of trees
behind the electricity pylon marks the Isabella Railway.78 This was a tramway linking a small
colliery with the Norwood colliery.
The public footpath follows the foot of the embankment of the Branch and access to the line
is possible at a farm track crossing. The top of the embankment is impassable despite a
stile in the fence.

78

OS 1st ed surveyed 1856
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Two hundred metres further on, the site of the Storey Lodge colliery is on the right. It had a
tramway connection over the Branch with the small, short-lived Harvey Drift near the River
Gaunless but no trace remains. The colliery closed in 1975.
Up to this point the public path flows a siding which served the colliery with views down to
the branch line. It can be overgrown in summer with nettles, briars etc, however, it improves
as a cottage on the right is reached and its access road leads to the road at Low Lands.
What Survives (E to W)?
There is no evidence visible on the ground of Norwood Colliery which was served by the
branch line and covered an extensive area N of the branch line.

Figure 53. An extract from the mapping of sites recorded either from historic mapping or during site
visits

Historic gates and boundaries (1202)
In the woods to the N of the branch line and not directly related to it are some attractive
traditional stone gate and stile
posts. Such stone gateposts can
also be found along the N side of
the branch and contribute some
historic character to the walk. The
right of way runs close to an old
mine shaft (1112).

Figure 54. Traditional stone gateposts
in Craggwood, N of the branch line
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Figure 55. Following the embankment between Ramshaw and Low Lands where the trackbed
formation is most visible. Much of this is litter strewn.

Culvert to the railway embankment
(1150)
From E to W the railway alters from
being a raised embankment at the
caravan park to a cutting towards
Lands. Before it becomes a cutting,
access on to the branch line
embankment is possible between two
fields where a piped culvert on its S
side can just be discerned amongst
the vegetation. This stretch is one of
the most visible stretches of the
trackbed formation along the route.

Figure 56. Peering through vegetation and barbed wire
into a piped culvert on the S side of the trackbed
formation.
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Craggwood Colliery/ Storey Lodge Colliery (1157)
The path towards Lands follows an incline that served a colliery known as Craggwood in the
mid-1850s and Storey Lodge subsequently.79 This incline operated like a long passing place
parallel to the main branch line just to the S. On 30 September 1851 Storey Lodge Colliery,
which had belonged to the Northern Mining Coal Company, was sold at auction to the North
Bitchburn Coal Co. Ltd.80 Storey Lodge closed in 1904.
The path still retains a low stone wall nicely adapted as a rockery which could a boundary
wall to the passing place trackbed. The cottages were shown on OS maps at the end of the
19th century/early 20th century as part of Storey Lodge along with an old drift (1160) and an
air shaft (1159).
The tramway that ran from Harvey Drift to the S to the branch line and the incline is no
longer visible. The path has a number or repurposed timber sleepers used as fencing which
are a reminder of lost railway use.

Figure 57. Cottages on the N side of the Storey Lodge incline

79

Durham XLI.15. Surveyed: 1857, Published: 1859 and Durham XLI.15. Revised: 1896, Published:
1897
80

Fordyce 1857, 607 contra https://thefallenservicemenofsouthwestcountydurham.com/the-aucklandcoalfield/ which says 1892
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Figure 58. Repurposed timber sleepers on the Storey Lodge Incline are evidence of former railway
use

Railway building (1204) and Lands Level Crossing (1203)
A distinctive red brick railway building can be seen from the Lands road where the
Haggerleases crosses it. The level crossing was shown on Dixon’s plan of 1839 but the
building is not shown on OS maps until the late 19th and early 20th centuries.81 Its purpose
does appear to be connected to overseeing the level crossing.
This is built of brick and faces the road gable end on. The building has a gable end window
(blocked) and another sliding sash window with some glazing bars surviving) and a door
facing what was the branch line. The other elevations are not visible.
The building is in poor condition with the roof slates missing on the N side and the roofing
timbers exposed. It has been in this condition for at least seventeen years suggesting some
stability to its dereliction. This late Victorian brick building is railway related but needs repair
and a new use if it is to survive.

Figure 59. The Lands Crossing railway building in 2015 (left) and 2022 (right)

81

Durham Sheet XLI. Surveyed: 1857, Published: 1859
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The wide double gates stretch across the branch line and are replacements for the timber
level crossing gates that once controlled the level crossing. The original gates at the level
crossing rails were still in situ in 1966 (see fig 60).

Figure 60. The level crossing in 1966 (photo reproduced with kind permission of the Ken Hoole
Collection, Head of Steam Museum)

Management recommendations
The public footpath location and condition from Gordon Lane to Craggwood via the
holiday park are not clear and difficult to use. As a minimum, better signage and
improved stiles are required. Durham County Council and the landowner have agreed to
share responsibility to keep the path free of vegetation. The effectiveness of this needs
to be monitored.
The use of the trackbed for dumping waste at the W end of the holiday park should be
addressed
Traditional field gateposts should be retained
While repurposed timber sleepers and 20th century concrete railway fencing are not
significant in their own right, they should be retained because they reflect the railway
character of the route.
No further development over the branch line should be permitted. Previous development
took place prior to planning policies being developed to protect remains associated with
the S&DR.
Any proposal to reuse the Victorian level crossing building should be viewed
sympathetically providing that it retains its character, window styles and relationship to
the branch line. Railway character could be further enhanced by replacing the metal
gates with timber ones in the style of the originals. Such positive design features could
help in any planning balance.
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4.4
Low Lands to The Slack (Hagger Leases Lane) (2.2 km)
Ownership in 1823: John Bell (37-41), Michael Garthorne (42-43), Francis Johnson (44),
Robert Storey (45) and William Wilson (46-48)
Occupancy in 1823 from east to west: Thomas Sedgewick 37-39), William Gibson (40, 4243), Earl of Darlington (41), George James (44), Ralph Wall (45) and Joseph Brownbridge
(46-48)

Figure 61. The route as proposed by Robert Stephenson. Two mills already existed at Butterknowle
and West Mill

Access
This is the most interesting section and is easy to follow on a well-defined route along or
close to the trackbed. It lies within the Cockfield Conservation Area and parts are within the
boundary of the Cockfield Fell Scheduled Ancient Monument. It also contains the only two
listed buildings along the whole length of the Branch, namely Skew Bridge and the adjacent
boundary marker stone, both grade II.
This section can be accessed by the stile on the west side of the Lands Road. There is an
information panel by the side about Cockfield Fell and an account and pictures of what lies
ahead on the Haggerleases Railway.
The route is clear to follow but it is worth deviating to the left to the river and discover a
variety of remains such as walls, bridge abutments, earthworks and foundations of buildings
related to the numerous former coal mining and quarrying activities in the area. It is difficult
to envisage the activity, noise, buildings, sidings and structures of the washing and
screening works located here for the Gordon House colliery which closed in 1962. The
colliery was at the top of Cockfield Fell near the village and coal was transported down a
waggonway to the works.
A footbridge gives access to the fell on the other side of the river. This takes advantage of
the substantial abutments of the former bridge that carried the rail siding.
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This stretch across Cockfield Fell includes the official terminus of the Haggerleases branch
but tracks continued beyond to serve the numerous collieries in the Butterknowle area. The
stile at the terminus is in need of maintenance as the bottom step is no longer secure.
Throughout this section of the line, there are surviving early 20th century concrete fenceposts
typical of railway use and a number of timber gateposts, also from the railway era. Concrete
railway stiles also survive where there are historic paths, for example at the Skew Bridge.
These are always worth retaining as they contribute towards the railway character.
As the potential start or finish to any walk of the branch, car parking is limited in this area
and the closure of the inn (latterly The Stag’s Head) in 2005 means there is no refreshment
stop. The loss of the heritage centre is regrettable as a place where historic photographs
could help to appreciate the massive changes that this landscape has undergone in the last
60 years. However, there is potential to make those image available via smart phone
applications instead. Sources of historic images include local residents John Halimond, Chris
Mills and the Ken Hoole Collection and contact has been made with the Gaunless Valley
History Trust with a view to a joint project leading up to 2030 – the 200th anniversary of the
branch line.82

Figure 62. The existing interpretation panel at Low Lands. Another exists by the seat at the foot of the
fell on the road to Cockfield.

82

Jeanette Newell of the GVHT
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What Survives (E to W)?

Figure 63. An extract from the mapping of sites recorded either from historic mapping or during site
visits

Lands Colliery (1032, 1196 and HER 67333)
Immediately W of the Lands Road is an extensive area once occupied by Lands Colliery
buildings and sidings and associated housing at Lands Bank. It was shown on maps from
1839. This was linked to the branch line by a series of sidings. The colliery appears to have
gone out of use by the late 19th century, although buildings on site remained, but are now
lost.

Figure 64. Dixon’s plan of 1839 with buildings and sidings associated with Lands Colliery on the right
and the S&DR’s Butterknowle Mill on the left. (TNA RAIL 1037/450)

There is remarkably little left of these remains and the area is largely a grassy sward. The
most prominent surviving feature is the coal loading platform adjacent to the Lands Level
Crossing. It is not clear what date this is, but a thin black line on the Dixon Plan of 1839
might represent this structure or an earlier version of it. Some of the masonry blocks have
two drill holes in them. These have the appearance of split sleeper stone holes as seen
elsewhere on the mainline; once stone sleeper blocks were no longer used in the 1840s,
many of them were reused in railway structures as they represented a good source of ready
dressed stone. However, the stones appear to be too large for sleeper blocks and the
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position of the drill holes is not conclusive. Two of the holes in one block on the N side have
been filled in with concrete or lime in the past.

Figure 65. Coal loading platform (facing E) for Lands Colliery in 1966 (photo: Ken Hoole Collection)

Figure 66. The coal loading platform (facing W) today has not altered much
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There were 64 houses associated with Lands Colliery in 1873-74 and the settlement was
referred to as Lands Bank in Whellan’s Trade Directory of 1894. Cross Row had twelve 4roomed stone-built houses leased to the colliery company. Lands Bank consisted of woodfaced 2-roomed houses owned by the colliery and there were also about 10 private houses.
Until 1900, there was no water in the village, but a spring half a mile away was used. The pit
was closed after flooding during a strike in 1890. The houses were demolished after the
closure of the colliery.

Figure 67. The Lands Colliery site today

Butterknowle Mill/ Lands Mill (1119)
Butterknowle Mill existed before the Haggerleases branch was built, but the company
commissioned a complete rebuild in 1832: ‘The Old Mill to be taken down, the Foundations
to be cut out, and the New Building set back in a line with the Stable on the East side of it.’
The new buildings consisted of a mill, granary, miller’s house and stables and the works
were contracted separately to masons, joiners and a wheelwright by the S&DR. The
specifications for these works are reproduced as Appendix D.83
While works were proceeding with the construction of the watermill, a private builder was
building a row of cottages (possibly White Cake Row (1055)) adjacent to the mill race (1057)
further W and helpfully put his spoil in the railway company’s mill race ditch. Quite how this
was resolved is not clear, although William Burn of the S&DR suggested that a wall
constructed along the front of the houses would prevent further dumping.84 White Cake Row
to the W of the mill and facing the mill race is shown as having a wall along the front on the
1st ed 6 inch OS map surveyed in 1857.85
83

TNA RAIL 667/1042; TNA Rail 667/793; OS 1ST ED 1857; TNA RAIL 667/1508
TNA RAIL 667/1042
85 Durham Sheet XLI Surveyed: 1857, Published: 1859
84
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Figure 68. The surviving mill race from
Butterknowle Mill, built and owned by the
S&DR

The appointed miller was a tenant of the railway company, although the first tenant was not
seen to be a particularly strong businessman who would develop the trade and so it was
suggested by William Burn that they try him out for a year.86 It is not clear how long the first
miller lasted, but on the 6th April 1839 the Durham Chronicle published an advert on behalf of
the Railway Company for a new tenant miller.
WATER CORN MILL
TO BE LET
And may be entered upon May-day next,
A desirable, compact CORN MILL, working two pair of Stones. There is a
DWELLING-HOUSE attached, and about THREE_ACRES of LAND. The mill is now in
full work, with a regular supply of water; and is situated at Lands close to the
Hagger-Leazes Branch of the Stockton and Darlington Railway. Rent moderate.
For further particulars apply to Mr BARNARD, Railway Office, Darlington.
April 5th, 1839.
By 1857 the mill was known as Lands Mill.87 The mill may have stopped production when the
Gaunless Viaduct was built in 1863 because the piers cut through the millrace. By 1914, the
mill buildings were extant but no longer labelled as a mill; instead they were Lands Mill
Cottages. White Cake Row was then known as Lands Cottages. 88

86

TNA RAIL 667/1042 The millers name is not given
OS 1st ed 6 inch Surveyed: 1857, Published: 1859
88 Durham XLI.15 Revised: 1914, Published: 1921 and Durham Sheet XLI, Revised: 1914 to 1919,
Published: 1924
87
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The mill has been demolished, but long sections of the mill race survive. The site of the mill
is littered with demolition debris and roof timbers still hang precariously in the air supported
by the terraced bank. Broken china, masonry fragments and even toilet ware can be found
on site, presumably from the last phase of use as cottages. The entrance gateposts remain
as does the trackway that brought road traffic to the mill from the E.

Figure 69. 2nd ed 25 inch map Durham XLI.15 Revised: 1896, Published: 1897 with Lands Mill and its
long mill race from the W

Figure 70. The gateposts mark the entrance into the mill from the railway and the trackway to the right
was the original road traffic approach to the mill
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Figure 71. Demolition debris is gradually becoming grass covered but some stone fragments are
scattered across the site and on high ground at the N, timbers survive from building roofs.

The mill is of particular historic interest because the railway company rarely invested in
anything that was not directly associated with the railway. Two years earlier they had formed
a separate company to oversee the works to create the planned town of Middlesbrough
because it was not a direct railway investment and their Acts of Parliament did not consent
to such works. Yet here we see the company buying an existing cornmill and rebuilding it
and even appointing the miller. The site merits additional research and while any change of
use here seems unlikely, if proposed, it should be accompanied by recording of the remains
and additional research before decisions are made.

Butterknowle Colliery (1205)
This colliery was shown on Dixon’s plan of 1839 (see fig 64) and can still be seen from the N
side of the river Gaunless where the branch line is.
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Figure 72. The fenced-off Butterknowle Colliery also depicted on Dixon’s plan of 1839.89

Coal Processing site for Gordon House Colliery (1054)

Figure 73. The coal processing site from Gordon House colliery in the first half of the 20 th century

89

TNA RAIL 1037/450
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Figure 74. Large fragments of building demolition debris consisting of concrete, reused rails and
corrugated iron.

Figure 75. The base of the chimney with the remains of an associated building beside it. In the far
distance an abutment for Lands Viaduct can be seen.
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Gordon House colliery, opened in 1893,90 was located some distance to the S of the branch
line, but coal was brought here, via a tunnel and tramway, across the river, to be processed
before joining the branch line and heading towards West Auckland and the mainline. The
river crossing and sidings were shown on the 1st ed OS map surveyed in 1856 but at that
stage there were no buildings here. Even maps of the late 19th century showed the area
covered with sidings but few buildings. It was not until the early 20th century that the full
extent of buildings was depicted on OS maps 91 and it is probably from this period that the
historic photographs are dated (see fig 72). The mapping shows two river crossing points
and a settling tank. The photographs show substantial buildings, sidings, and a chimney.
Evidence on the ground consists of brick building foundations, the base of the chimney seen
on photographs and substantial quantities of concrete demolition debris. The two crossing
points over the river are also still in evidence as abutments.

Figure 76. One of the surviving bridge abutments

The processes that took place here are not easy to understand on site and some form of
smart phone accessible interpretation could help to bring it back to life and understand the
post-demolition processes of decay that lead to sub-terranean archaeological remains.

90

http://www.dmm.org.uk/colliery/g015.htm but there were two Gordon House Collieries, possibly with
different dates
91 Durham Sheet XLI. Revised: 1914 to 1919, Published: 1924
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Lands Viaduct
Next in view are the astonishing remains of the Lands
Viaduct, which once carried the SDLU over the river
Gaunless and the Haggerleases Branch on its way
west. Designed by Thomas Bouch (the Tay Bridge
engineer), it opened in 1863 and was 50 metres high
and 200 metres across and had cost £15,422. It was
built as double track, but only a single track was
installed initially.
In 1899 work began to lay the second line, but it was
found that the ironwork of the trusses was so badly
decayed that they needed to be replaced. This work
took until at least 1903.
Once the line was closed, the span was removed in
1966; the middle set of brick piers removed brick by
brick, but they turned out to be unusable. The third
pair of brick piers was unsafe and blown up in 1968
and remain on site languishing on the N facing slope
above
the river. Fortunately, the two abutments and
Figure 77. Thomas Bouch
one pair of piers are intact. Loose bricks scattered
about the site are stamped with makers names – Pease and Stobart.92 The viaduct remains
are within the Cockfield Fell Scheduled Ancient Monument.

Figure 78. Lands Viaduct in the 1890s
92

Stobart also owned the Jane Pit and the Pease family were the main promoters and funders of the
S&DR.
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Figure 79. The surviving piers adjacent to the branch line (which cut through the mill race for
Butterknowle Mill)
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Site of fish belly rail find (1195)
In 2020, Seth Cooper was exploring the industrial remains of the Haggerleases branch line
area with his father Chris, when he spotted a 2m length of rail exposed on the S edge of the
Gaunless river. On further exploration it was found to be a fish belly rail; a type of rail used
on the early railways and almost certainly therefore from 1830. It was no longer positioned
on the branch line suggesting that it had been reused after the rails were replaced possibly
in the 1840s. Likely candidates for reusing the rail could have been the small scale coal
mining owners using it to create tracks or possibly reused to create a boundary or structural
support for a bridge across the river. Whatever its later use, the find was reported to Historic
England via the Friends of the S&DR and with the permission of the Cockfield Fell Field
Reeves, the rail is now stored at the Head of Steam Museum in Darlington.

Figure 80. Seth Cooper with the fish belly rail.

Drift Mine (1062, 1193)
Easily visible (and accessible with determination) from the branch line, there is a former drift
mine on the N side of the trackbed. This is one of many that were scattered about the area;
indeed, just a little further W is another possible blocked drift mine entrance, visible as a
depression against a cut rock face.
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Figure 81. Left: a known drift mine entrance adjacent to the branch line. Right: a possible blocked drift
mine entrance visible as a depression in front of a rock face.

Figure 82. The late 19th and early 20th century OS maps for this area show a number of ‘Old Coal
Drifts’ along the N side of the branch line suggesting that in addition to the one visible, there are
others nearby.

Railway culvert and field enclosure to the W (1185, 1186, 1189, 1190)
The branch line, like all railways, passed over existing water courses and springs. This
required culverts to carry them undisturbed under the trackbed. A small spring N of the line
was carried across the trackbed under stone slabs and discharged over a river revetment
wall into the Gaunless. The drain appears to be a more recent replacement in concrete but
still functions well.
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Figure 83. The culvert for discharging spring water from the N side of the branch line into the river
Gaunless to the S. The reinforced riverbank wall may also be an investment by the railway company
to protect the line from erosion of the riverbank

The riverbank wall (1186) is a continuation of stone walling S of the branch line that formed
an enclosure. This survives to varying heights from two courses to nearly 1m high. The
enclosure was mapped by Dixon in 1839 and shown as a plantation.

Figure 84. Plantation enclosure wall in varying degrees of survival.
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Beehive Coke Ovens (1187, 1208)
Along the wooded bank N of the line called Butterknowle Bank are a series of extensive and
impressive 19th century beehive coke ovens. Those further E are a double row (1187) and
towards the terminus they are in single rows (1208) – setting them out in rows helped with
loading the coke from each one into waggons for transportation along the railway that ran
along the front. These once prolific structures, named after bee skeps which they look like,
once lit up the valley with an orange glow and lots of smoke. Coal was put in the top and
heated to temperatures high enough and long enough to remove impurities and sulphur,
when it was raked out of the front and dowsed in cold water conveniently sourced from the
Gaunless (a ditch running along much of this bank may have brought water closer to the
ovens for this purpose). The resulting coke could burn for longer at higher temperatures and
with less smoke than coal.

Figure 85 Beehive Coke Oven, East Butterknowle

In 1854, a Stockton and Darlington Times reporter wrote:
‘A short ride brings us into the midst of the collieries. Shafts are seen on all sides and
the distant rattle of the coal as it falls into the wagons, comes sailing on the wings of
the wind from all directions…In some instances, the coal is brought from the pit down
an inclined tramway in the same tubs which are filled by the miners, to the depot,
where wagons are filled. These wagons either convey it to the coke ovens or further
down the railway for transit…The atmosphere near the mines is impregnated with
smoke, and the sensation to a stranger is very uncomfortable and chokey from the
great quantity of black dust which fills the air. This notwithstanding, many of the
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inhabitants are remarkably robust and live to a good old age. We can vouch that many
of the lads and lasses look charming.’

Figure 86. Double row of Beehive Coke Ovens

A later report recorded the decline of the coke ovens:
AUCKLAND CHRONICLE 6 August 1896: Passing by the old, never to be worked out
Norwood, I noted that all the coke ovens which once illuminated the valley for the
miles around and served as a never failing beacon to many a benighted wanderer had
fallen into either misuse and all around things presented a dejected appearance,
overgrown with grass, weeds etc. I noted that one row of ovens could boast a fair
crop this year, as farmers put it. Where a few sheep could graze for a time with
advantage.

The coke ovens are behind a fence and in unknown ownership. As they are behind a fence
they do not constitute a hazard, but they do represent an excellent interpretation and
conservation opportunity. Off-site interpretation could help to generate images of the coke
ovens working with the consequent impact on the appearance of the Fell.

Butterknowle Jane Pit (1125, 1178)
This was shown on Dixon’s survey of 1839 and appears to have been served by a siding
from the branch. By the late 19th century there were two houses here and the site remains a
house today. A right of way approaches Jane Pit Houses from the Skew Bridge, crossing an
early 20th century railway concrete stile and passes the houses on the E and joins the Lands
Road.
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Figure 87. Butterknowle Jane Pit as depicted by Dixon in 1839 with various sidings (TNA 1037/450)

Figure 88. The site of Jane Pit, later Jane Pit Houses (which it’s still called today)
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Skew Bridge (also known locally as Swin Bridge)93 (1077)94
The railway path enters more open land as it approaches the impressive skew bridge over
the river Gaunless and 365m E of the terminus. Before crossing it, note the railway indicator
stone to the left, marked ‘C’ and ‘M’ (Cockfield and Morley?). The railway company was
obliged to place marker stones when the line crossed a parish boundary and this is one of
the few to survive along the whose S&DR network (there is another at Brusselton). While
this remains a parish boundary, none of the existing parishes or townships start with ‘M’, the
nearest settlements that could fit being Morley or Milfield.

Figure 89. The marker post

‘-this little stone bridge over the Gaunless, hidden away in a narrow gorge at the foot of a
lonely fell in the south-west corner of Durham, has a distinct place among the engineering
monuments of the early railways.’
Tomlinson 1914, 186
The skew bridge was an early, little known method of constructing bridges to cross an
obstacle on an angle or skew instead of at a right angle. This means that the usual
principles of sideways forces in the arch no longer acted at right-angles to their abutments. If
the skew was excessive, the force across the face of the abutment could be enough to make
the bridge unstable. The design was of considerable interest to contemporary engineers,
some of whom doubted its ability to carry traffic.95
Although the principles of skew design had been set out by William Chapman, another NE
engineer, who called it a spiral design, it was innovative for its time. However, railways
created a greater need for skew bridges and it was the railways that made it both necessary
and popular. The earliest extant railway skew bridge (in the world?), built in 1829, is at
Rainhill for the Liverpool & Manchester Railway and designed by George Stephenson. It has
been altered with one parapet replaced.
93

Swin is a local term meaning to traverse diagonally and the term Swin Bridge is used in company
minutes e.g Sub Committee 12th February 1830
94 listed building grade II ref 1121831, HER 792 – the NGR is inaccurate in the HER
95 Holmes 1975, 135 and Hoole 1974, 122
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Figure 90. The list of tenders received for the Skew Bridge and the decision to let the contract to
Worth and Batie on the condition that the work was carried out to ‘scientific principles’, a condition
which they may have failed to meet. The project had to be re-let. (RAIL 667/289)

The Skew Bridge of 1830 over the Gaunless is intact. It was designed by Thomas Storey of
the S&DR. The plans were prepared by William Burn who was the clerk of works at the
suspension bridge over the river Tees.96 The contract for the work had initially been let on
the 12th February 1830 to two stonemasons Thomas Worth from West Auckland and John

96

Durham Chronicle 9th October 1830. Work on the Middlesbrough branch was carried out at the
same time as the Haggerleases branch with S&DR staff working on both at once
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Batie from Bogle Hole, Hemlington Row97 at £32798 but after piling the foundations and
laying the lower courses of masonry, they gave up. Perhaps the construction of a skew
bridge was just too complicated? Or perhaps the S&DR terminated their contract – the
contract had been awarded to them on the condition that the bridge was built ‘according to
scientific principles, to be liable to be discharged on a weeks notice in writing’. This suggests
that the railway company had some doubts about the cheapest quote being the one most
able to meet the complex specification.
On the 28th May the contract was re-let to James Wilson of Pontefract at an increased cost
of £420.99 It is this company’s name that can be seen on a difficult to see stone tablet on the
outside of the north parapet. However, they were not part of the original tenderers for the
work.

Figure 91. The stone plaque on the N elevation of the bridge, sadly now almost impossible to see
(thank you to Chris Lloyd for wading under the bridge in the river to take this photo)

It is worthwhile leaving the path to explore the construction of the arch.100 It has a shallow
12.8m, (42 foot) stone arch on each side and was 5.8m (19 feet) wide. The river crossed at
an angle of only 27 degrees and the total length of the parapets was 33.5m (110 feet).
Despite earlier concerns about the bridge falling down, and much anticipation on the day that
the keystone was removed,101 it continued to carry traffic until 30 September 1963 when the
section of the branch line west of Evenwood Colliery was closed.102
97

At least that is where they were living when the 1841 census was carried out. (Thank you to Trevor
Horner for looking this up and transcribing the records)
98 RAIL 667/289/31
99 Tomlinson 1914, 186
100 The earliest railway skew bridge at Rainhill for the L&MR is now listed grade II. It was built in 1829.
Part of one parapet has been rebuilt in metal. List entry no. 1253244
101 Tomlinson 1914, 186
102 Hoole 1974, 122
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Figure 92. The Skew Bridge taken from Tomlinson 1914,185

Figure 93. Skew Bridge and marker post

Milfield Grange (off track) (1080)
This was a row of cottages, already ruinous when the OS 1st ed map was surveyed in 1856.
It appears to have been an early mine venture by the Summerson family. The cottages are
now very ruinous. The site was presumably abandoned as ground conditions were quite
boggy.
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Figure 94. The ruins of Milfield Grange

Experimental canal (off track) (1209)
To the south of the trackbed, high up on the slope is a curious trench. This is the alleged site
of an experimental canal constructed by George Dixon in 1769 – a predecessor to the
railway network. It is about 6m long and largely infilled, but in summer is full of yellow
flowering irises. The presence of a sluice gate and an outlet heading downhill suggests that
this feature is quite complex and merits further research. Although the site is off-track and
not easy to find, it merits additional research and survey to validate its claim to being an
experimental canal and its association with George Dixon. George Dixon and the wider
Dixon family including Jeremiah and John merit interpretation in their own right – Jon Dixon
worked with George Stephenson in the S&DR and later on the Liverpool & Manchester
Railway. It is possible that the Thomas Dixon who surveyed the S&DR in 1839-40 (and
whose maps are included in this report) was also part of this family of surveyors. More
information on George, Jeremiah and John can be found in Appendix F.

Figure 95. Site of alleged experimental canal
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Field gateposts (1206)
Just before the trackbed starts to narrow on the approach to the terminus, a pair of
traditional stone gateposts can be seen in the field to the N. While not directly related to the
railway, they add historic character.

Figure 96. Traditional stone gateposts in an adjacent field

The terminus (1102, 1103 (HER 63715))
The branch line terminated at Hagger Leases Lane. Two five bar gates (1083) on opposite
sides of the track gave access across the line between the adjacent fields in 1839 (see fig
97). A five bar gate is still in this approximate position but with one gatepost an early 20th
century concrete replacement.

Figure 97. Dixon’s plan of 1839 showing the terminus (TNA RAIL 1037/450)
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Figure 98. The extended terminus area by 1856 (1st ed OS map)

Figure 99. An undated photograph looking down into the terminus with the Jane Pit houses on the hill
above. Photo reproduced with kind permission by Beamish Museum People’s Collection

A little to the west, one final railway bridge crossed the Gaunless with West Mill to the north.
A siding led into a depot area described as a lead yard on Dixon’s survey of 1839 and a
further siding ran into a building on the corner of the Lane; this would evolve into
Haggerleases Station and Station Master’s House. The road entrance into the depot area
was presumably via entrance pillars on Haggerleases Lane.
Within twenty years the terminus had extended beyond its original confines with sidings
stretching across the Lane and further industrialisation including coke ovens and brick
making works. Most of the depot buildings have been demolished and the sidings removed,
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but the mill, station master’s house and bridges survive as does a loading platform next to
the road (1207). The site is clearly of high archaeological potential.
Haggerleases Bridge (1081, HER 63713)
This bridge carried rail traffic into the depot at the terminus. It was a narrow bridge, originally
with parapets and straight wing walls terminating in rounded copes and a roll moulded drip
stone over the arches (as with the other Haggerleases bridges). Quotes were received by
the railway company for a bridge ‘over the River Gaunless near Hagger Leases Lane’ or for
‘Bridge Across the River Gaunless at the termination of the Haggerleases Branch railway’ in
January 1830.103 While the bridges were rarely named in the quotes and the specification
not included, these descriptions could fit this bridge at the terminus.
The N wall survives along with both its rounded copes, although one is entirely hidden under
ivy which may be damaging the stonework. The S parapet and wing walls are missing. Their
loss appears to have been a phased process, likely starting with it being repeatedly knocked
by traffic passing through what was a bottle neck. Early photos show that this wall had been
replaced with a much poorer quality stone rubble wall.

Figure 100. Butterknowle goods depot c.1950. The S parapet wall of the bridge appears to be a later
replacement. Photo: John Proud Collection courtesy of Win Proud

The demand to access the goods yard meant that the 1830 bridge had to be widened. The
original stone bridge structure was retained (with its second phase S parapet, and a
cantilevered metal bridge structure added to carry a siding into the depot (see fig 100). This
required some reinforcement to the decking with concrete and a repurposed rail and metal
supporting joists; all of which are still in evidence. The resulting widened bridge can be seen
above, but more clearly on a photograph dating to 26th November 1963 by J.W. Armstrong
(not reproduced here).104 The extended metal decking and parapets were removed

103
104

TNA RAIL 667/289/37 and 38
Hutchinson 2006, 95
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sometime after the line went out of use and the stone bridge returned to its original narrow
width. The phase two S parapet must have been removed about the same time or later.

Figure 101. The depot bridge. Note the damaged roll moulded drip stone at the apex where a
concrete deck has been added and from when a cantilevered structure was added to this side to carry
an additional track into the depot (photo: Chris Lloyd)

Figure 102. the two surviving rounded copes on the N bridge parapet wall
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Figure 103. The iron joist was probably part of the widened bridge support.

Station master’s house (1091)
The house on the S side of the terminus trackbed was the former station master’s house. It
was not shown on Dixon’s plan of 1839 but there was a building shown here on the 1st ed
OS map so was presumably started sometime between 1839 and 1856. The current owner
believes the building to date to 1806 but no evidence has been found to support this date. It
could well be a date for the mill building to the N.

Figure 104. Butterknowle Goods depot 1970. The river Gaunless is in the foreground. Photo: John
Proud courtesy of Win Proud
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Figure 105. The S&DR house at the depot with loading platform to the left
in 1971. The house was numbered H7 by the S&DR from 1857. Photo:
John Proud Collection courtesy of Win Proud

The house has been recorded as having an S&DR house plaque. These black and white
ceramic plaques were added to groups of domestic properties and which belonged to the
S&DR in 1857. This was in effect a reference number for the property; the station master’s
house being H7. The terminus, known as Butterknowle freight depot from 1st September
1899, closed for goods on 30th September 1963.105
Goods Yard Building (1207)
This distinctive building is the most visible survivor of the goods yard located on the corner of
Hagger Leases Lane. It dates from the later phases of the goods yard and can be seen in
photos from the 1960s and 70s.106 The raised legs may in part be a pest control mechanism,
but it also creates an economical way to position the doorway at height so that goods can be
easily transferred from building to cart or waggon. The gateposts may have been reused
from the depot boundary. It is the most visible reminder of railway use on the corner of The
Slack.

105
106

Holmes 1975, 96
Hutchinson 2006, 95 and fig 103 above
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Figure 106. Haggerleases Station House Entrance and the former depot entrance. The raised brick
building was part of the Goods Depot in the 1960s-70s based on historic photographs (see fig 103
above)

West Mill (1087, 1126, HER 61251)
This mill and miller’s house already existed before the branch line was built; there are
references to it in 1818.107 The mill house (but not the mill) still survives behind tall fencing
on the N side of the public footpath. The mill race also survives and extends a considerable
distance into The Slack. A reproduction millwheel at the entrance to the house is a reminder
of its original purpose.

Figure 107. Left: The mill house in 2022.

Right: the millrace

Management recommendations
The listed building description for the Skew bridge refers to the designer as William
Storey.108 It should be Thomas Storey and requires correcting. The bridge may merit
increasing to grade II*.
Access to the N side of the Skew Bridge to see the maker’s plaque is currently difficult.
Improved access to the elevations of this nationally important bridge would be welcome. An
107
108

According to the web site northeastmills, but information not sourced.
List entry no. 1121831
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early 20th century railway stile does permit access to an adjacent field but not to the field N of
the bridge.
Young trees are growing out of the coke ovens. They are damaging their fragile remains and
should be removed. Generally, scrub and trees should be kept from the coke ovens
Although the depot bridge has lost one of its parapets it still merits listing as it is substantially
intact and an early date. The later widening has largely been reversed.
Ivy needs to be carefully removed from the surviving depot bridge parapet
The stile at the depot bridge needs repairing. Consideration could be given to replacing it
with a style easier to use for people with restricted mobility
Access between the mill and station house is very narrow. Could an additional access to the
Fell be made using the Durham County Council road to the sewage works?
There is very limited parking at this end of the line. This matters because it is a start of
finishing point for any rail path exploring the Haggerleases.
The owner of Haggerleases Station House should be approached to explore if they would be
willing to allow a statement of significance to be prepared on the station’s history, its layout
and surviving features.
The former depot site is likely to be of high archaeological potential. Although most of the
buildings have been removed, they may still survive as foundations along with evidence of
their former uses. Future development proposals will need to be informed by archaeological
desk based assessments and pre-determination evaluation.
Butterknowle mill merits additional research to throw more light on why the S&DR purchased
and rebuilt it. Further searches of historic photographs might show the building once it was
used as cottages. If so, this combined with the archival information used for the report would
create an in-depth exploration of the site accessible via a web site or smart phone
application.
The 20th century goods shed on the corner of The Slack is a distinctive and highly visible
railway feature that is a tangible reminder of railway use. Any alterations here should
consider how that railway distinctiveness could be retained. Proposals should be informed
by more detailed research on the date and purpose of this building.
The Friends of the S&DR should work with the Gaunless Valley History Group to explore
improved virtual interpretation for the Fell by 2030. This could include how the Fell looked
with the coke ovens burning, Butterknowle mill, views of the Lands Viaduct when in use, the
experimental canal and the Dixon family and the coal processing site for Gordon Colliery
then and now. There might not be enough information to interpret Lands Colliery.
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5.0

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE HAGGERLEASES BRANCH

Significance can be assessed under different themes; the National Planning Policy
Framework suggests that significance is the value of a heritage asset to this and future
generations because of its heritage interest. That interest may be archaeological,
architectural, artistic or historic. The setting of a heritage asset can also contribute towards
its significance. Significance in this section is graded from Considerable at the highest level,
to Some, Limited and None.
Historic interest
The Haggerleases branch line is of considerable historic interest. It was part of the Stockton
& Darlington Railway whose opening triggered the growth of railways around the world. It
falls within the pioneering days of the S&DR between 1825 and 1830 when it was ahead of
all other companies and was testing and running a fully-fledged railway network complete
with branch lines. The Haggerleases was part of this pioneering network. It was also part of
the wider vision of the key players in the S&DR for a nationwide network of railways. Indeed,
the first short section from West Auckland to Spring Gardens Junction would be used by the
later South Durham and Lancashire Union Railway (which was part of the S&DR).
As a relatively short branch, built initially for single track and horse drawn for its first 26
years, it hardly led the field in technological railway advances (but see the Skew Bridge
below). However, it conformed to the business plan of the 1825 mainline which was to carry
anything (including passengers) for anyone for a set fee. In that respect it was part of our
modern national railway network.
The line opened up a considerable area of the SW Durham coalfield which had not benefited
from the mainline opening. In doing so it led to a long period of coal (and other mineral)
exploitation served by a railway which outlasted those areas first targeted by the S&DR such
as Witton Park with consequent landscape and economic impacts.
The historic interest also includes some of the personalities associated with the railway.
Thomas Storey stands out as a man with a prolific workload when working for the S&DR,
supervising the Haggerleases and Middlesbrough branches in the same year. Not only that,
but he designed the second skew railway bridge in the world and the first one to carry a
railway – this at a time when most people doubted this technique’s ability to support a bridge
structure. Less understood is the association of Thomas Dixon who surveyed the whole
S&DR on behalf of the railway company in 1839-40 and the town of Darlington, and who was
probably related to the Dixon family of Cockfield.
The historic interest also includes the branch line’s role in developing Robert Stephenson’s
skills of designing railway lines and seeing them through the statutory process in Parliament
at the tender age of twenty.
Archaeological interest
The archaeological interest varies along the length of the line. Much has been destroyed at
the West Auckland end, but equally there are surprising pockets where there is a good
chance of below ground remains, especially at Northbridge Park which has the added
interest of being the point where the branch peeled away from the mainline. This wider area
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must have potential for many of the structures associated with moving waggons from one
incline (or branch line) to another incline.
The considerable archaeological interest at Cockfield Fell is not surprising. This huge
complicated scheduled monument is clearly nationally important and while much of the
special interest here has nothing to do with the railway, nearly every industrial site cultivated
a relationship with it. This means that the branch line is crossed and butted against by a
range of bridges, tramways and waggonways, while collieries, processing sites and coke
ovens were all constructed in its wake to take advantage of the cheap and efficient transport
to bigger markets.
The Cockfield Fell area also has a rare survival of a railway marker stone. The S&DR placed
marker stones on parish boundaries. This one however has letters that do not conform to
parish names now or then. Very few of these survive in situ.
The archaeological interest extends to the remains of the corn mills, some of which are offsite, but two are part of the line (Butterknowle and West Mill). Some have been lost relatively
recently (Evenwood) but mill races survive and some mill houses. These are potentially of
considerable archaeological interest because many have their origins in medieval times and
so record the changes from feudal mill use to industrialised milling.
The depot at the terminus is also of considerable archaeological interest. The historic
mapping only gives a partial view of the speed that it grew as demand for its services
increased. The surviving buildings merit additional research but the ground itself is of high
archaeological potential as foundations and other sub-terranean evidence is likely to be
preserved.
Much of the trackbed embankment, where it survives, is neglected and while footpaths run
parallel to it, few run along the top of it. These sections, in private ownership in Craggwood,
have little or no protection but neglect at least means that little physical damage is being
done, even if the surface is being used to dump waste.
In places where the line appears to consist entirely of a footpath with little evidence of the
trackbed formation, with some modest effort, stone revetment walls, ditches and culverts are
all to be found. The level crossings have mostly been developed and are unlikely to contain
archaeological interest, but the crossing at Lands retains its opening with later gates and the
road being much more minor, could include the buried rails. The building adjacent also
appears to have had a function associated with the level crossing. The minor unmanned
crossings also survive such as that N of West Auckland and the other at the terminus.
The route and the depot at the terminus are therefore of high archaeological potential and
any works should take appropriate mitigation to protect the remains.
Architectural interest
The route of the branch line was relatively simple and did not require large pieces of
engineering or architecture. However, it did require five bridges and a smaller one at Gordon
Beck. These bridges are fine pieces of architecture all built in a similar style. With the
exception of the smaller Gordon Beck Bridge, the others were designed with parapets
terminating with rounded copes, although there are minor variations in the size of the cope.
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All the arches have a roll moulded dripstone over the arch. Five were single arched bridges,
but the first was a double arched bridge. These are all of considerable architectural interest
because so little survives nationally from this pioneering period of railway development.
The Skew Bridge is of particular architectural interest. There is only one railway example
earlier on the Liverpool & Manchester Railway, but the Skew Bridge on Cockfield Fell was
the first to carry a railway. It is also wholly intact.
The station house and mill house at Haggerleases have not been the subject of any historic
building analysis and both are located in a private setting. The extent to which historic fabric
survives and their archaeological potential to provide evidence in relation to phasing and
uses is unknown.
Artistic interest
The Haggerleases branch is of limited artistic interest. There is no evidence of the site being
portrayed in works of art, although railway enthusiasts were quick to embark on programmes
of photographic recording of the line once it went out of use in 1963. Further, the gradual
decline of industry on Cockfield Fell has also been the subject of photography. Lands
Viaduct has perhaps attracted more attention both while still working and now because the
remains are so impressive.
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6.0

CONCLUSION

The Stockton & Darlington Railway’s Haggerleases branch which opened in 1830, was 7.8
km long and linked its terminus at The Slack near Butterknowle with the 1825 main line at St.
Helen Auckland/West Auckland between the two inclines at Etherley and Brusselton.
Despite continuing in use until 1963 with associated extensive areas of industrialisation and
being widened in part to accommodate the South Durham & Lancashire Union Railway, a
surprising number of railway related features survive, although only a few are from the
earliest days of the 1830s.
In general terms the corridor through which the branch line ran is accessible to walkers and
to a lesser extent cyclists and riders, although the footpaths often depart from the trackbed
and some areas have been developed so that detours are unavoidable. Most of the branch
line is now countryside with few signs of the mining and other industrial activities that led to
the creation of the railway and its subsequent increase in use.
The Spring Mill Wildlife dam obstructs part of the line west of Spring Gardens. The cycle
path also leaves the line briefly E of Haggerleazes Farm (The Barkery); this is also the point
where the later line to Barnard Castle left the 1830 branch line to become ‘the high route’;
the route of the branch line is inaccessible as a walking route for the next kilometre.
The High Line where it departs from the path NW of Haggerleazes Farm, offers a potential
alternative walking and cycling route as far as Gordon Lane with good survival of railway
engineering but is currently very overgrown.
Sections of the 1830 trackbed are also built over at Craggwood Holiday Park at Ramshaw.
Otherwise, the line is generally free of built obstructions and its location is such that there will
be few, if any, future demands for development which would affect the setting or
attractiveness of the line.
A database has been created of 252 heritage assets directly associated with the branch line
based on historic mapping evidence. One record can cover a range of buildings such as
Norwood Colliery or a single mine shaft. Fieldwork has sought to clarify where these survive,
what condition are they in and whether there are any management issues that need
addressing. Of the 252 records made, just under 80 are features which are still extant.
These have been added to the larger S&DR database started in 2016 covering the mainline
and its branches up to and including those opened in the early 1830s.
The trackbed audit element of this report concentrates on those features which either
survive, have management recommendations or are of sufficient interest to merit
interpretation. A spreadsheet of heritage assets associated with the branch has been given
to the local planning authority.
In summary, there are six stone arch bridges over the river Gaunless and its tributaries.
Where the bridges survive reasonably intact, they have been recommended for listing as
they all date to 1830 and are therefore considered to be nationally important. Fieldwork has
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also identified culverts (1135) and revetment walls (1138, 1139, 1141) associated with the
trackbed and which may date to 1830.
There are no cuttings or over bridges. There were level crossings over main roads at Spring
Gardens, Ramshaw and Low Lands, but highway improvements followed the closure of the
line and removed most traces of them (Lands has the best survival). Smaller un-manned
level crossings have been identified north of West Auckland and another has been identified
from Dixon’s plan of 1839 near the terminus, where a gate is still located. The West
Auckland level crossing is still approached via a cobbled trackway and the five bar gate at
the depot is the same type as shown on Dixon’s plan of 1839.
The former Station House at Haggerleases Station is a private residence and various
changes have been made to it and its grounds. The mill house to the N of it is also a
domestic residence within an enclosed garden, but a large millstone outside the front drive
gives an indication of it former use.
A number of inns provided refreshments to the workers around the branch line. The nearest
to the terminus was the Pot and Glass (1101), later the Stag’s Head Inn; this has been
converted into a domestic residence as has the building adjacent which was once a heritage
centre. Another railway related inn was the Earl Grey (975) on the A68 level crossing; this
appears to date to 1833, but it too is now a domestic residence with an associated business
to the rear. The Bridge Inn at Ramshaw (1201) is a later example dating to the second half
of the 19th century.
The line was built using stone sleeper blocks but none have been identified, although the
coal loading depot at Lands (1196) includes large blocks of stone with pairs of split drill holes
not unlike those found in repurposed sleeper blocks elsewhere. An early form of rail – a fish
belly rail (1195) was discovered by Seth Cooper in 2020 on the banks of the Gaunless on
Cockfield Fell and this was possibly from the 1830 trackbed but repurposed for a nearby
mine siding or quarry once it went out of use. Otherwise, the route has a number of later
reused timber sleepers along the boundaries as well as concrete gateposts, fence posts and
stiles from its early 20th century period of railway use.
There is little on the route interpreting the railway remains and the boards which once graced
Spring Gardens nature reserve have been removed – they were almost illegible anyway. It is
clear that resources to maintain panels are unlikely and, in some areas, there is a risk of
vandalism that suggests that interpretation boards are not necessarily a good investment.
The panel on the Lands Road before entering Cockfield Fell is surviving well, however.
Generally, the wide-open spaces of Cockfield Fell would be diminished with any additional
signage. Interpretation in the future would be better focused on smart phone applications,
possibly a gateway feature or panel at the start and finish points placing the branch line in
the wider S&DR context and adapted wayfinding posts based on the designs created by
Bright White for the 1825 mainline line (1830 instead of 1825), but excluding Cockfield Fell.
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APPENDIX A CHRONOLOGY OF THE HAGGERLEASES BRANCH
20 September Overton completes his survey of an intended rail Proud 1998, 12
1818
or tramroad with branches to Piercebridge, Yarm,
Croft and five collieries. The route ran through
Lord Darlington’s fox covers so would be opposed
in Parliament
21 September The name the Stockton & Darlington Railway is
Proud 1998, 12
1818
adopted.
Dec-January Robert Stevenson re-examine Overton’s route and Proud 1998, 12
1819
his preliminary report agrees with it.
5 April 1819
The second Bill is defeated in Parliament.
Proud 1998, 12
Stevenson’s full report recommends changes at
the west end of the line.
9 July 1819
Overton offers to make a new survey and this is
Proud 1998, 12 and DRO
accepted. This is 9 miles shorter than his earlier
Q/DP/8 (?)
survey and includes a branch line that terminates
at Haggerleases Lane, but at a slightly higher
level than the one ultimately built.
12 February
Due to the death of George III the Bill is deferred
Proud 1998, 12
1820
and new plans submitted alter in the year.
30
New plans deposited with the Clerk of Peace
Proud 1998, 12
September
1820
17 April
The Bill is passed by the House of Lords. The
Proud 1998, 12 and An Act for
1821
resulting first Act of Parliament of 1821 identified
making and maintaining a
a nearby area for a branch line ‘…commencing at Railway or Tramroad from the
or near Norlees House, in the Township of West
River Tees at Stockton, to
Auckland, and terminating at or near Evenwood
Witton Park Colliery with
Lane, in the said County of Durham
several Branches therefrom, all
in the County of Durham.
Opening paragraph. (19th April
1821.)
19 April
1821
23 July 1821
18 January
1822

22 January
1822
13 May 1822
23 May 1822
22 March
1823

12 May 1823

28 June
1823

Edward Pease calls George Stephenson to
discuss amendments to the approved route and
method of traction
George Stephenson was asked to make a new
survey
George Stephenson submitted his report
recommending shortening the line by 3 miles and
reducing gradients, introducing steam powered
incline planes
George Stephenson appointed engineer

Proud 1998, 14

Construction of the line starts
A formal ceremony of the laying of the first rail at
St. John’s Crossing in Stockton
The S&DR Committee agree to the Strathmore
Estate Trustees request to include a branch
extension to Evenwood Lane in the revised Act
and to suspend the laying down of the authorised
branch, but will not agree to incurring any
expense in obtaining a new Act
The Bill for the amended route as surveyed by
Stephenson is approved. This mentions steam
power and passenger carrying.
The S&DR Committee authorise the engineer to
survey and make plans for the Evenwood Branch

Proud 1998, 14
Proud 1998, 14

Proud 1998, 14
Proud 1998, 14

Proud 1998, 14

TNA RAIL 667-8

Proud 1998, 14

TNA RAIL 667-8
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18 August
1823
13 February
1824
23 February
1824
1 April 1824
17 May 1824

Autumn
1824
10 July 1827

13 July 1824

17
September
1825
27

and to proceed with another Act.
Further amendments to the line are proposed
including the extension of the Evenwood branch
already consented to Hagger Leases Lane.
First reading of the Bill allowing the Haggerleases
branch
Second reading of the Bill

Proud 1998, 14

Proud 1998, 15
Proud 1998, 15

Third reading of the Bill
Another Act of Parliament receives Royal Assent
authorising the Haggerleases branch, permitting
the raising of £50,000 more capital to fund it
(para VI) and to abandon the Evenwood Lane
branch. It also required that the works be
complete within 5 years (para VII), although
provision was made for an additional two years
due to unforeseen circumstances (para VIII). As
with other Acts, the line could be varied from the
agreed route but only within 100 yards of it.
Extract: to relinquish the Evenwood branch and
instead ‘…to make, complete, and maintain an
entirely new Branch Railway or Tramroad, from
the Line of the said Main Railway or Tramroad ,
commencing at or near to or in a certain Field or
Close belonging to Sir Robert Johnson Eden
Baronet, and now in the Occupation of Francis
Thompson, situate at the North-west End of the
Village of Saint Helen’s Auckland, in the
Township of Saint Helen’s Auckland, and passing
through or into several Townships of Saint
Helen’s Auckland, West Auckland, and
Evenwood, otherwise Evenwood and Barony,
Lynesack and Softley, Hamsterly and Cockfield,
and terminating at or near to a certain Place
called Hagger Leases Lane, in the said Township
of Lynesack and Softley, all in the County of
Durham…’

Proud 1998, 15
Holmes 1975, 10, 87
Stockton to Witton Park
Railway Act, 1824 (5 George
IV, c.xlviii) in Local and
Personal Statutes series, 5
Geo 4, Cap 1-49, 1824,
pp.929-944

No works on the Haggerleases, Croft or Black
Boy branches due to over expenditure on other
parts of the line.
No further extension has yet been undertaken to
the Haggerleases branch – reported to the S&DR
Committee
Minutes of the Committee state that an Act has
been obtained for the Haggerleases branch and
the Evenwood branch in fulfilment of an
agreement with the late Lord Strathmore.
Because the Haggerleases route chosen is on a
lower level (to get a more uniform rate of
descent) than that originally envisaged, the route
now requires a larger number of ‘occupation
bridges’ and so the cost has increased. Agreed to
take out an additional loan from Gurney & Co.
The new route will give access to a greater
number of minerals.
A short section of the Haggerleases branch is
ready for opening including the mainline, the
Yarm branch and the Darlington depot branch
The S&DR mainline opened, plus the Darlington

Proud 1998, 15

TNA RAIL 667/158

TNA RAIL667-8 minutes 182136

Proud 1998, 15

Holmes 1975, 87
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September
1825
March 1827
10 July 1827
August 1827
16
November
1827
1827

5 January
1828
23 May 1828

8 July 1828
14 July 1829

1829

17 October
1829
1st May 1830
26 June
1830
1- 2 October
1830
27
December
1830
14 January
1831
1832

13 April
1832
1832
11 May 1832

18 June
1832
28 June
1832

and Yarm branches. Only half a mile of the
Haggerleases was built by then.
Works commenced on the Black Boy Branch
No progress on the Haggerleases branch
Works commenced on the Croft Branch
The decision was taken to continue with the
Haggerleases Branch.

Proud 1998, 20
TNA Rail 667/8 p69
Proud 1998, 20
Proud 1998, 20

Discussions took place with the Earl of
Strathmore’s agent re the lease of land for the
branch
S&DR proprietors meet to discuss draft Bill on the
Middlesbrough branch
The Bill received Royal Assent authorising the
Middlesbrough branch and including a clause
compelling the S&DR to complete the
Haggerleases branch within three years. The
Clarence Railway received Royal Assent at the
same time.
Work continued on the Haggerleases Branch
required surveys and preliminary arrangements
Work has continued on the branch and it is
expected to be opened to the public in the next 6
months
Just before the Barnard Castle line leaves the
original branch, the date 1829 is to be seen on
one of the bridges crossing a loop of the
Gaunless.
The Croft branch opened

TNA RAIL 667/284 letter dated
26th November 1827

The Haggerleases Branch opened as far as
Cockfield Fell
Accession of William IV

Holmes 1975, 88

The Haggerleases Branch opened to
Haggerleases Lane (Butterknowle)
Middlesbrough branch opened

Holmes 1975, 88

Decision to double the track from Brusselton East
Bankfoot to Stockton
A specification is produced by the Railway
Company to take down and rebuild the watermill
at Butterknowle
Tenders received for mill on the Haggerleases
branch – letter from offices at Stockton William
Burn/Richard Otley
the nearby cottage at Spring Gardens crossing is
dated 1832
Went last week to Haggerleases to set off works
at the mill but the miller is not available until after
May Day. Masons were to commence cutting the
stuff at the back of the houses.
Works at watermill start, see below

Proud 1998, 24

The works at the water mill were set off about 10
days ago. They nearly got the foundations out –
there were extra labour costs as they came to
rock

TNA RAIL 667/1042

Proud 1998, 21
Proud 1998, 21

TNA Rail 667/8 p71 and Proud
1998, 21
TNA RAIL 667/8 p85

Holmes 1975, 95

Proud 1998, 21

Proud 1998, 24

Proud 1998, 24

TNA RAIL 667/283 (293?)

TNA RAIL 667/1042

Holmes 1975, 95
TNA RAIL 667/1042

TNA RAIL 667/1042
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12 July 1832

10 August
1832
19 August
30 August
1832

13
September
1832

4 October
1832
12 October
1 November
1832

22
November
1832

1836

1836 May 23

15 July 1837

Work on Haggerleases mill is slow on account of
the waterwheel case having to be without the
rock – the wheel base will be built up to the levels
of the arch this week. The contractor thinks it will
be ready for the roof in 5 weeks.
The mill at Haggerleses branch was ready for the
joists on Thursday last, the mill had got all his
larger wheels fitted. Mason Christopher Moor?
The mill at Haggerleases is nearly finished
Mr Storey was to have sent some flags from the
Hagerleases branch to be used at the depots at
the intermediate Middlesbrough staithe and also
some stones for the foundations of the engine
house at Bowesfield – he needs reminding.
The watermill at Haggerleases branch is well
advanced. The joinery work to the roof is on and
the flagging in the dwelling house is laid. The mill
race is in very bad order and would be required to
be cleaned out. The dam head would be required
to be raised being too low for the race and where
the race is newly built it loses half of the water.
Mr Bill has built some cottages adjoining the race
and the rubbish of his foundations he has put in
front and is filling up the race, he would require to
build a wall in front to keep out the stuff
I am meeting Mr Garbut and the millwright
tomorrow to inspect the watermill at
Haggerleases branch.
The mill at Haggerleases is well advanced and he
work of every department is well done
A meeting in Barnard Castle to discuss a railway
from Darlington to Barnard Castle. A deputation
from Barnard Castle went on to meet Edward,
Joseph and John Pease to discuss such a
railway.
Examine the mill at Haggerleases branch and
found it in a forward state. The millwright thought
he would have it going last Friday. Footnote in
pencil – the mill at HL is now at work. The
present tenant is a safe one, but not a man
calculated to [attend?] the business at the mill
which the railway and [surrounding?] population
gives ample opportunity of doing. Probably it may
be well to try him for a year. Additional note – to
be let/led by proposal but generally a good xxxx
but creditable way for public companies.
Lands Colliery and the Evenwood and Gordon
Collieries, served by the branch line, became the
Durham County Coal Company
DCCC was launched with a capital of £500,000 in
£50 shares. Apparently, for the first time in the
North East coalfield, a joint-stock company was
available for entrepreneurs who were neither land
owners nor had access to one of the private
companies able to lease land, and wanted to
invest in the coal mining industry. It is in
connection with the DCCC, John Bowes is first
recorded as a coal speculator. The DCCC
prospectus bore the date 23 May 1836.
The Bishop Auckland & Weardale Railway

TNA RAIL 667/1042

TNA RAIL 667/1042

TNA RAIL 667/1042
TNA RAIL 667/1042

TNA RAIL 667/1042

TNA RAIL 667/1042

TNA RAIL 667/1042
Proud 1998, 24

TNA RAIL 667/1042

Holmes 1975, 54

Durham Mining Museum web
site

Proud 1998, 25
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1839
23 April
1839
7 November
1839
1848

1852

1854

13
September
1856

1857

17 July 1857

25 August
1857
1858

13 October
1858

4 August
1861
7 August
1861
30 June

received Royal Assent
Thomas Dixon published a survey of the branch
line for the S&DR
Works started on the Shildon Tunnel
A deputation visited the first Duke of Cleveland re
a line to Barnard Castle and he opposed it
outright.
The engineer for the railway company was asked
to look at putting a small locomotive on the
branch line, however he concluded that it would
be too expensive and the idea was shelved until
1856
Durham County Coal Company was an unwieldy
concern from the start and when it was finally
wound up in 1852, most of the £500,000 with
which it began, had been lost
An account of the horse drawn traffic on the
Haggerleases was published in the Darlington &
Stockton Times on the 9th September.
This was the last year that horses were used on
the branch. The opening of the Tunnel Branch in
1856 for goods traffic, bypassing the Brusselton
inclines, brought steam locomotives to the
Branch, requiring the track to be strengthened
and doubled as far as Norwood Colliery at
Ramshaw.
The S&DR arrange to have black and white
ceramic house plaques fixed to each group of
properties with a domestic function allocating
them a reference number. The Haggerleases
area was allocated the letter H and the station
house at the terminus was H7
An Act of Parliament authorised the branch from
Barnard Castle to join the S&DR’s Hagger
Leases Branch at Spring Gardens thus
completing a through route to Bishop Auckland.
The first sod was cut at Kirby Stephen of the
SDLU
A passenger service ran as far as Lands in 1858
and for a short period was extended to
Haggerleases. On the opening of the adjacent
line to Barnard Castle the Haggerleases branch
was reduced to market trains on Thursdays and
Saturdays until it was withdrawn in 1872.
The Tunnel Branch, already in use for goods
traffic, was opened to passengers, avoiding the
Brusselton Incline and enabling locomotives to
run through to St. Helen Auckland and the
Haggerleases branch for the first time. Three
trains ran daily in each direction to the terminus
at Haggerleases
The SDLU line was open for mineral traffic – it
was a single line track but enough land had been
bought for a double line
The formal opening took place of the SDLU and
line was opened to the public on the following day
between Barnard Castle and Tebay
Absorption of the SD&LUR, EVR and F&SR into

TNA RAIL 1037/450
Proud 1998, 25
Proud 1998, 25

Hoole 1974, 122

Richardson private notes p27

Tomlinson 527-8

Hoole 1974, 119

Based on John Proud’s list of
house plaques (1974 Durham
Joint Curriculum Study Group)

Holmes 1975, 37
Hoole 1974, 134

Hoole 1974, 134
Hoole 1974, 122

Holmes 1975, 79
Hoole 1974, 119

Hoole 1974, 134-5

Hoole 1974, 134

Holmes 1975, 87
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1862
13 July 1863
1 August
1863

1872

1899
1 July 1923
14 October
1957
15
September
1958
18 June
1962
30
September
1963

S&DR
Amalgamation with NER
The South Durham & Lancashire Union Railway
(SDLU) between Barnard Castle and Spring
Gardens Junction opened to traffic using the first
part of the Haggerleases branch. Prior to that all
traffic between Bishop Auckland and the west
had to be worked around via Shildon and
Darlington. To reach Bishop Auckland the
Haggerleases branch was used from Spring
Gardens Junction to St. Helen’s, then the Tunnel
branch to Fieldon Bridge Junction, and finally a
new length of line also opened on 1 August 1863,
but authorised by an Act in the year following the
SD&LU Act.
The passenger service on the branch line is
withdrawn (it continues on the adjacent Barnard
Castle line which had stations at Evenwood and
Cockfield.
Haggerleases was renamed the Butterknowle
branch.
Cockfield station was renamed Cockfield Fell
Evenwood station was closed

Holmes 1975
Holmes 1975, 79
Hoole 1974, 135

Hoole 1974, 122

Hoole 1974, 122
Hoole 1974, 182
Hoole 1974, 182

Cockfield Fell station was closed

Hoole 1974, 182

Through services between Bishop Auckland and
Barnard Castle were withdrawn
Haggerleases branch is closed

Hoole 1974, 182
Holmes 1975, 89
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APPENDIX B. TRANSCRIPTION OF THE DURHAM CHRONICLE 8TH
MAY 1830 BY SIMON RAINE
OPENING OF THE HAGGER LEASES BRANCH LINE
Saturday last [1st May] being the day announced, by advertisement, for the opening of the
above branch, for public use, as far as Cockfield Fell, a large party of gentlemen, consisting
of a portion of the Committee of Management of the Railway Company, a considerable
number of proprietors, Mr Mewburn, chief clerk, Mr Otley, secretary, and several other
officers and individuals, connected with and interested in the success of the undertaking,
wearing blue favours at their breasts, started, at 8 o’clock in the morning, from the depot
near to Darlington, in four railway coaches, each carrying about 30 persons, for the purpose
of performing the ceremony. It had been arranged that the party should arrive at West
Auckland at 10 o’clock; but from various unavoidable calls and stoppages on the road, it was
an hour after that time before they reached the appointed spot. After descending the inclined
plane near to Shildon, they were met by Mr Storey, the chief engineer of the Company,
under whose able auspices the branch is constructing, and a numerous concourse of
spectators, who had assembled to witness, the events of the day. Here, too, were stationed
the West Auckland amateur band, which saluted the party on their arrival with a lively strain
of martial music and then joined the line of carriages, in waggons fitted up for their
accommodation.
The whole then moved forward at a brisk rate towards West Auckland, and on entering upon
the branch, which there commences, and where some hundreds of persons were also
congregated, the band struck up “God save the King”, while the populace gave 3 hearty
cheers. Some further delay took place at West Auckland, in waiting for some ladies who
were expected to grace the scene by their presence. These having at length arrived, a
procession was formed, and the several coaches &c., mounting different coloured flags,
bearing appropriate devices and inscriptions-the first and largest being the Company’s
banner, with their motto “Periculum privatum, utilitas publica”- proceeded up the railway to
the point of destination. The number of spectators increased at every step; and we do not
think we exaggerate when we say that, altogether, not fewer than three thousand persons
were present. The day was uncommonly fine; and it was an exhilarating sight to behold the
young and old, of both sexes, flocking from all quarters of the surrounding country, as if
eager to enjoy a spectacle which, to most of them, seemed equally novel and delightful,
while others appeared to regard the day as the commencement of an era of prosperity and
happiness to the neighbourhood. The whole Branch is 5 miles in length, rather better than 4
of which, up to Cockfield fell, have been completed; and the remainder is expected to be
finished in a matter of a very few months. The expence, from the nature of the country
through which the branch passes, has been, we understand, unusually great: but it is
expected to yield a mot ample return, as, independent of the traffic that will naturally arise in
articles of general merchandize, it will afford a medium of easy and cheap communication
and conveyance with the expensive and populous district in which the collieries of Norwood,
Cockfield and Butterknowle, and the lead mines of Teesdale, are comprised, and in which
are found, besides, inexhaustible quarries of white freestone and whinstone, the value and
utility of which, for the purpose of building and road-making, are so well known and
appreciated.
At Cockfield Fell, the procession halted, and the spectators having alighted, numerous
groups were formed, many of whom ascended the higher parts of the common, where an
enchanting prospect was afforded, and others proceeded to Hagger Leases Lane,
(contiguous to which is Butterknowle colliery) where the branch is intended to terminate, and
from which it derives its designation. After spending some time in inspecting the works, to
the forward state of which we have already alluded, the principal individuals present retraced
their steps to the carriages – an example which was soon generally followed. The
procession then set out on its return to West Auckland, amidst loud and oft-renewed cheers;
and was at successive parts of the road augmented by numbers of laden coal-wagons, the
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first, of course, that had been conveyed down the railway – the band alternately playing, as
befitted the occasion, the popular local tunes of “Weel may the Keel row” and the “Bonnie Pit
Laddie”.
The procession, in its downward progress, during which it extended over a space of nearly
half a mile, had an appearance at once gratifying and imposing. On again reaching West
Auckland, the business of the day concluded, and the proprietors and a large body of their
friends walked through the town to the Wheat Sheaf Inn, where and excellent dinner and
abundance of wines were provided, at the expence of the Railway Company, and of which
100 gentlemen partook. After dinner, a great variety of toasts were proposed by the
Chairman, Mr Otley, and drank with great enthusiasm. Amongst these were “The King, and
God bless him” – “Success to the Stockton and Darlington Railway” – “Success to the
Hagger Leases Branch” – “the Proprietors” – “the Committee of Management” – “The Coalowners on the Railway and branch” – “Mr Mewburn, the talented and indefatigable Solicitor
of the Company” – “The Chairman” – “Mr Storey”, to whose professional skill and individual
perseverance the Company and the public are alike indebted”. The pleasures of the table
were maintained till and advanced hour - when the party from Darlington, after paying a
farewell visit to Mr storey at his residence, once more mounted their carriages, and
proceeded home. Refreshments were also provided at other houses in the town. We cannot
close this account without adding, that the whole arrangements were most judicious and
liberal, and that not a single accident occurred to damp the satisfaction that universally
prevailed. – the great Middlesbro’ Branch, we are informed, will be opened about the latter
part of the year; and with that will be completed one of the most stupendous monuments of
British skill, capital, and industry, of which the nation can boast, and in contemplating which
the enterprising individuals to whom the country is indebted for so great and important a
public may proudly say, in the language inscribed on one of their flags on Saturday, “Let our
neighbours admire and imitate!”
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APPENDIX C. TRANSCRIPTION OF THE DURHAM CHRONICLE 9TH
OCTOBER 1830 BY JULIE BEE
COMPLETION of the Hagger-Leazes BRANCH
of the STOCKTON and DARLINGTON RAILWAY
This important Branch of the Railway having been finally completed, by its extension to the
Butterknowle and Copley collieries, this portion of the line was opened for public use on
Saturday 2nd inst.; when a deputation from the Company, consisting of a part of the
Committee, the Engineer, and others connected with the undertaking, travelled up the line
from Darlington, and were received at its termination by the Rev. W. I. Prattman, the
proprietor of those collieries, and a party of friends, amid the cordial cheers of the people
assembled. After inspecting the works, with which they expressed their entire satisfaction,
the party were entertained by Mr Prattman with a cold collation at the colliery offices; where
several toasts appropriate to the occasion were drank, accompanied by suitable speeches,
in the course of which the Rev. Gentleman took occasion feelingly to advert to the alleged
extensive loss of life on this Railway as a serious drawback on the satisfaction with which we
might otherwise regard the success of such undertakings, and after alluding to the
melancholy death of Mr Huskisson, concluded by expressing his fervent wish, that if any
further regulations could be devised, which might prevent the recurrence of such lamentable
catastrophes, they might be promptly adopted. This immediately called up Joseph Pease,
Esq., junr., who entered at considerable length into the subject. He commenced by
expressing his satisfaction in being able to state that the loss of life on the Stockton and
Darlington Railway, serious as it was, had been considerably exaggerated, for the number of
accidental deaths was fifteen and not “fifty”, as had been stated in newspapers; and this
extending over a period of five years, and on a line of road which, thought termed “short”, is
between forty and fifty miles in extent, and is thus half as long again as the Liverpool and
Manchester Railway. Mr Pease further stated that seven of the fifteen were children and
others secretly riding on the waggons, or trespassing on the Railway, in defiance of the
Company’s orders and regulations, whilst amongst all the other instances were the result of
wilful daring, or gross neglect, on the part of the sufferers. Mr P. went on to observe, that so
successful had been the exertions of the managers of the concern to prevent the recurrence
of such accidents, that during the last twelve months, though the carriage on the Railway
had been nearly doubled, but one occurrence of the kind had happened, and that to a
lunatic, who had escaped from his keepers, and lain down to sleep on the line. The speaker
concluded his interesting details, by expressing his opinion that the comparative safety of the
Railway conveyance would be deemed fully established when it was known (and he had
sent communications embodying these statements for publication in the Leeds and Liverpool
papers, as the quarter where the misstatement has originated) that since the opening of this
Railway, about 700,000 tons of coal and other merchandize have been transported along it;
and that the coaches have, during the same period, travelled upwards of 200,000 miles,
without one accident worthy of notice to either passengers or vehicles- while, by the register
of the General Post Office, it appears that the average of mail coach accidents is one in
every 20,000 miles. – About four o’ clock, the company proceeded down the Railway in
procession. A party of ladies occupied one of the Railway Company’s coaches, followed by
the Staindrop amateur band, in waggons fitted up for the purpose (and whose performances
contributed much to enliven the day), and the rear was brought up by a number of waggons
laden with coal, the workmen, &c., with banners bearing appropriate inscriptions. In this
order they proceeded to St. Helen’s Auckland, where the company separated, highly
gratified with the proceedings of the day.- The Railway Branch now completed opens a
communication with the Lead Mine district, terminating, as it does, at the road to
Wolsingham, Middleton, &c., and actually on the great trap dyke which traverses the island,
and from which an inexhaustible store of the best materials for the construction of roads may
be sent down the line. These advantages, together with the long-established excellence of
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the Butterknowle and Copley coals, with which it is now in contact, promise to make this not
only a very profitable undertaking for the Company, but an extensive benefit to the public.
Source:
Durham Chronicle
Saturday 09 October 1830
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APPENDIX D SPECIFICATIONS FOR TAKING DOWN AND
REBUILDING THE OLD MILL AT BUTTERKNOWLE TNA Rail 667/293
Stockton and Darlington Railway
Butterknowle Water Mill
Specification for taking down and rebuilding a Water Mill at Butterknowle
30th of March 1832
The Old Mill to be taken down, the Foundations to be cut out, and the New Building set back
in a line with the Stable on the East side of it.
The height, width, and thickness of the Walls to be the same as marked on the Plan and
Elevation – all the walls to be of stone.
The Doors and Windows to have outband and inband Rybats, neatly chizzeled, all the
Corners to have hewn quoins the windows and Door heads and cills, the cills to project 1 ½
In in front and 6 Inches at each end past daylight of windows.
The Fire Places to have hewn Stone Jambs and Lintels 12 by 6 In thick.
The Low Floor to be laid with Flags well jointed the Floor to be 2 feet above the level of
Railway.
A wall in front 3 feet high as shewn, a wall at the Backside as low as foundation 2 feet back
from the House to uphold the Bank and form an open area to keep the walls dry, that wall to
be of sufficient thickness to keep up the bank.
The Mill and Granary to have one Coat of Plaister and hair, the Ceilings of House and Bed
Chambers to be lathed and Ceilings and Walls to have 2 Coats of Plaister and hair, when
finished to be free from Cracks and blisters.
The Kitchen to have an 18 In Oven and 18 In Range the Back Kitchen an 18 In Furnace Pot
and 15 In Range the bedroom a good Stove Range all the Fire Places to be set with fine
Brick.
The Bed Rooms to have outside? and inside hearths and all the Chimney flues to be well
plaistered with lime & hair, the front and end walls to be walled in course and back jointed
the Chimney flues to have 3 feet Pots.
The Contractor to find all Lime, Hair, Laths, Jacks, Oven, furnace Pot, Ranges, all deficiency
of Tiles, and all Tile Laths, Fire Bricks, Sand, and Labour, together with all Tools, Tackle,
and Scaffolding, and he must execute the whole in a Tradesman and workmanlike manner
to the entire satisfaction of the Rway Company or their Inspector of Buildings.
Christopher Moore
(Transcribed by Stuart Ford)
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RAIL 667/293
PAGE 1
Specification for Joiner Work for taking down and rebuilding a new Water Mill at
Butterknowle, 30 March, 1832
The 3 Outer Doors to be Memel Batten frames, 5 x 2 ½.
9 windows to be transom to slide with fasteners, 4 windows to have 1in Batten Shutters hung
with Crooks and bands with bolts and keepers and the 3 outer doors to be hung with 18in T
hinges and each a stock lock and Norfolk latch one window at each of top loft 2ft 6in by 2ft
fixed and glazed and 4 windows wrought wire windows with ¾ batten Shutters, frames 3 ½
by 2in hung with 14in T hinges.
All the Joisting to be 9 by 2 ½ Inches and 18 inches from Centre to Centre.
The Flooring to batten 1 ¼ inches well cleaned/cleared and closely jointed.
Hatches to be made in Mill loft where required with hinges and catches accordingly.
The Roofing to the same size as marked on the Plan.
Stoothing in Chamber floor 4 by 2/ ½ and 18 inches Centre.
All inside doors to have casings and to be 1in batten hung with 3 inch butt hinges.
All Angles to have ¾in beads.
Windows to have inside Cells/Cills 1in thick
Steps of Stair, 1 ¼ in, Risers 1in.
PAGE 2
All Openings to have safe lintles 3in thick and 9in wall hole each end.
All Windows to be done with best second Crown Glass.
All the outside Doors windows Joisting, Flooring, Roofing and safe Lintles to be of the Best
Baltic Timber free from sap and shakes, and all the inside work to be of yellow pine, free
from sap and shakes.
There will be 3 rows of Shelves round Dairy and Closet up Stairs 12in broad and 1in thick.
All other Doors, Windows with their frames and window shutters to have 1 coat of oil priming
before put up and another 2 coats when finished.
The Contractor to find and furnish all herein before specified and he must execute the whole
in a Tradesman and Workmanlike manner to the entire satisfaction of the Company or their
Inspector of Buildings.
Matt. Turnbull
(Transcribed by Simon Raine)
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RAIL 667/293
Specification of Mill Wright work to be
erected on the Hagger Leases Branch Railway
opposite Cockfield
The Water Wheel to be 16 feet diameter and 3 feet 9 inches wide to be made of cast Metal
Arms and side circle buckets and sole to be of rolled Iron the axletree of Cast Iron 81/2
Inches diameter.
Pitt wheel to be 9 feet diameter6 inches broad in the Gears and 3 Inch pitch.
Upright shaft 6 Inches diameter, of height to go to stone Floor with the proper plumber
Blocks and Brasses, the shaft to continue upright to the next floor top part of Shaft 41/2
Inches square, with a water wheel to suit the pitt wheel with beveled Gears with a Cast Iron
spur wheel 10 feet diameter with Iron Gears 6 Inches broad and 21/2 Inch pitch, a pair of
French Burr Stones 4 feet 6 inches Diameter and a Grey Stone 4 feet 6 Diameter to suit an
old Stone that is now in the Mill.
A Crown wheel 5 feet diameter with pinion to drive the Cylinder with, wood Gears in the
wheel and Metal in the pinion; lying Shaft to drive the Cylinder in any part of the Second floor
where it may be thought proper to fixing it; the Cylinder to be found by the proprietor and the
Contractor to fit it up with reversing motion – one sack tackle with two wheels. Cow pap Gear
to take sacks from the bottom (assumed) floor to the top loft, these may be made of wood
with a shaft from top of Metal shaft to the top of Building.
Mill Hoppers and Hopper Stands Cases, Metal Trough(?) Step ladders for two lifts and
striking Boxes to change the stones in and out of Gear all these to be made in Memel
Timber to be strong and finished in a workmanlike Manner. The Head Stocks to be of cast
Metal both for water wheel and upright shaft made to shift to suit the Gears with Brasses for
the Centres to move on.
The Stone Spindles to be made of Cast Iron with Balance rinds (should this be rings?) and
screw Boxes to move the feet with Brasses for the Spindles to move on. The Stones Bushes
to be made of Iron with moveable Brasses for the Spindles necks to move in, any Beams
that go into the water wall for resting the Mill stones must be shod with Iron at the under side
– two screws for raising and setting the Mill stones by, also a corn screen 3 feet long by 14
inches diameter with all necessary appendages.
The Contractor to find and furnish all materials and workmanship before specified and he
must execute the whole in a trades-man and workmanlike Manner to the entire satisfaction
of the railway Co. or any competent person they may appoint.
(Transcribed by Trevor Horner)
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APPENDIX E
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 7th JULY 1830
BETWEEN GEORGE DIXON JR. OF COCKFIELD AND GEORGE
STEPHENSON SR REGARDING SOURCING STONE FOR THE
HAGGERLEASES BRANCH.
TNA Rail 667/239. TRANSCRIPTION BY MOLLY RAINE
Memorandum of an Agreement made this seventh day of July in the year of our Lord one
Thousand eight hundred and Thirty, between George Dixon Jr. of Cockfield of the one part,
and George Stephenson Sr. of the other part.
Witnesseth that the said George Dixon agrees to Let, and the said George
Stephenson agrees to Lease, six hundred cubic yards of Freestone in the Freehold of the
said George Dixon of Cockfield as is this day started out.
The said George Stephenson paying unto the said George Dixon for each discription
[sic] of stones to which the Relative Prices are stated, the sum of Two pence for each and
every Cubic foot of Stone out into Ashlar, the sum of Two pence for each and every Railway
Block of Stone, 18 inches square, and 10 inches thick, and the sum of Two pence for each
and every ton of Walling Stones.
The said George Dixon either to take off all the Earth, Stones or Rubbish upon the
top of the Solid Stone by his own workmen, or pay the said George Stephenson for doing
the same:
The said George Dixon allowing the said George Stephenson to load the stones from
the said Quarry into Waggons upon his own private Railway at the Railway Pit of Cockfield
Fell. (NB. Geo. Stephenson to find 40 yard of Railway to external Westward from the said
private Railway if Mr. J. Story have no objection)
The payment for the different discription [sic] of Stone to be made Monthly according
to the Quantity removed from the Quarry in that time.
In Witness whereof the said parties have hereunto set their hands the day and year
first herein written:
Witness to the signing hereof John Story: George Dixon Jr., George Stephenson
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APPENDIX F. THE DIXON FAMILY OF COCKFIELD
Cockfield has been home to many remarkable men and women. One family in particular
stand out for their achievements not just at home, but half way across the world and there
are railway connections here too. This was the Dixon family, present in Cockfield from the
16th century, but it was three Dixon’s in the 18th and 19th century who particularly stand out.
George Dixon (IV) was a quiet and retiring man who was not one to blow his own trumpet.
He was educated at the school of John Kipling in Barnard Castle, but much of his knowledge
was self-learned. After a spell painting China at Chelsea, he returned to the north in 1779
and started his life as engineer and inventor. He established a coal tar works which failed
because of the high price of transport to Sunderland where it was used by ship-builders. His
solution to this problem was to build a canal and he excavated a trial canal on Cockfield Fell
which can still be seen today (the date given for this canal is 1769 but that pre-dates his
return north so further research is required). However, he was not able to persuade funders
to invest in his canal idea and ultimately investors opted for a new form of transport – the
railway. He claimed to have been the first person to use coal gas for illumination, using a
combination of a kettle and tobacco pipes, but when he experimented with it for use in coal
mines, an explosion resulted which may have literally and metaphorically burned his fingers.
It was William Murdock of Cornwall who ultimately claimed to have discovered the use of
coal gas for lighting, but Cockfield people know that had Dixon been of a less retiring nature,
he would have won the claim to fame. He was renowned as a good mathematician and
learned in mineralogy, painting, engraving, chemistry, hydraulics, and invented many
mechanical aids to coal mining. He also surveyed much of the land around Barnard Castle
in order to divide it up into fields as part of the process of converting the town moor into
individual fields, now the predominant field pattern visible in the area. He died intestate in
1785 leaving behind a wife, Sarah Dixon and her adult children, George Dixon (V), John
Dixon and Sarah Greenwell and the younger Elizabeth and Thomas. William Hutchinson, a
renowned 18th century antiquarian wrote of him in 1790 “…Mr Geo. Dixon, whose scientific
knowledge is so public that his character requires no eulogium on this occasion from me.”
Jeremiah Dixon was George’s younger brother and had a good relationship with two kindred
geniuses, William Emerson (1701-1782) of Hurworth and John Bird (1709-1776) of Bishop
Auckland. Through his friendship with these men, he was selected by the Royal Society to
travel to Bencoolen in the Island of Sumatra to observe the transit of Venus in 1761. While
en-route, his ship was attacked by the French and they had to make astronomical
observations from the Cape of Good Hope instead. Soon after the return of the expedition,
Jeremiah visited America with a colleague Charles Mason (1730-87) in 1763. They were
employed in determining the celebrated boundary line, many years in dispute, separating the
free-state of Pennsylvania from the old slave states of Maryland and Virginia. This is still
known as the ‘Mason Dixon line’. The free state north of the line was known by the slaves as
‘Dixie’s Land’ and this originated in the song, so popular at the Revolution. Jeremiah
returned to Cockfield in 1769 but set off again to observe another transit of Venus at
Hammerfest, near the North Cape, but the weather prevented a successful outcome.
John Dixon was instrumental in the early progress of the Stockton & Darlington Railway line
where he was assistant engineer to George Stephenson. He was the main engineer
responsible for the line, covering for Stephenson who often had commitments elsewhere.
Stephenson then went on to commission him to survey the Liverpool & Manchester Railway
at Chat Moss and he remained as a consulting engineer on the Stockton & Darlington
Railway until his death in 1865. He was also responsible for transporting Cleopatra’s Needle
from Alexandria to London, an experience which cost him dearly financially. He died never
having been married and was buried in the Quaker burial ground at Staindrop.109
Thomas Dixon was a surveyor employed to survey all S&DR owned properties between
1839-40. Presumably he was related to the same family , but further research is required.
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